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PREFACE 

UNIFEM AND THE FOOD CYCLE TECHNOLOGY PROJET (WAFT) 

he United Nations Development Fund for Women (UNIFEM) was established in 
1976, and is an autonomous body associated, since 1985, with the United Nations 
Development Programme. UNIFEM seeks to free women from under-productive 
tasks and augment the productivity of their work as a means of accelerating the 
development process. It does this through funding specific economic projects which 
yield direct benefits and through actiut - directed to ensure that all development 
policies, plans, programmes and projecLa take account of the needs of women pro- 
ducers. 

n recognition of women’s special roles in the production, processing, storage, 
preparation and marketing of food, UNIFEM initiated in 1985 a Food Cycle Tech- 
nologies project with the aim of promoting the widespread diffusion of tested tech- 
nologies to increase the productivity of women’s labour in this sector. While global 
in scope, this five-year project is initially being implemented in Africa in view of 
current concerns over food security in many countries of the Region. 
The eventual aim of the project is to increase indigenous capacity to respond to the 
technology needs of women producers and to inform and influence the decision 
makers who can create the correct policy environment for this to happen. This will 
be achieved by providing appropriate technical assistance relating to the process of 
technology development and diffusion. 

his source book is one of a series being compiled as part of the preparatory phase 
of the Food Technology project. UNIFEM hopes that the widespread distribution of 
these sourcebooks will increase awareness of the range of technological options and 
sources of expertise, as well as indicating the complex nature of designing and sue 
cessfully implementing technology projects and diffusion programmes. 

Titles in this series include: Oil Extraction, Fruit and Vegetable Processing, 
Cereal Processing, Root Crop Processing, Fish Processing, Packaging, Drying 
and Storage. Source books will also be available in French and Portuguese. 
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INTRORUCTION .-- 

T his book will ccver the small scale 
processing of tropical root crops in devel- 
oping countries with the intention of 
providing UNIFEM consultants with 
technical understanding of traditional 
and improved technologies for use in 
these countries. 
An illustration of the wider context into 
which such projects are found (in terms 
of socio-economic issues) is also given. 
This will enable the consultants to see 
any merits and/or problems of introduc- 
ing technologies to different groups in 
various developing countries. In develop- 
ing countries the family meals are usually 
prepared by women who are therefore 
involved in the various stages of process- 
ing the raw material for consumption. 
iioot crops are a staple and hence are 
often the main part of the meal, especial. 
Iy where cet L:.ls arg unavailable. Village 
scale processing of root crops IS there- 
fore an important part of womens’ daily 
work. A substantial effort has been made 
to upgrade local processes but many 
communities still only have access to tra- 
ditional methods which although appro- 
prize are laborious. 
Large scale production of starches, glu- 
cose syrups, animal feeds, gari etc from 
root crops is a commercial venture in- 
volving substantial capital investment. 
For direct human consumption, the pro- 
cessing of root crops is mainly at small 
scale, often at household level. 
It would be impossible to cover all the 
root crops and processing techniques in a 
document of this size, so the more com- 
mon methods of processing the more im- 
portant root crops: cassava, yam, sweet 
potato, potato and edible aroids are dis- 
cl Issed. 
Emphasis is placed on cassava through- 
out this manual for several reasons. Even 
though the total world production for 
sweet potato may perhaps be greater, 

cassava’s prime importance as a food in 
Africa, and the fact that it often requires 
special treatment to make it fit for human 
consumption, means that there are a 
greater variety of processing methods 
Finaliy small-scale cassava processing in 
developing countries has been re- 
searched and developed to a greater dc- 
gree than any other root crop. This docu- 
ment is divided into several sections cov- 
ering basic food science principles; tradi- 
tional and improved small scale process- 
ing methods and equipment relevant to 
rural women: case studies illustrating the 
merits and problems of introducing im- 
proved technologies into a particular ex- 
isting socio economic framework; a list 
of summarising questions placing pro- 
cessing in the wider context of village sit- 
uations, and a list of institutions to con- 
tact for information. It is important to 
realise that although a technology may 
be improved and tested technically in a 
research laboratory, workshop or field 
situation outside any community, it may 
prove to be inappropriate for the intend- 
ed social setting. Although it is real&d 
that one can only predict an outcome of 
introducing a technology trying it, it 
should be born in mind that assumptions 
can be made more accurately if consider- 
ation is given to the reality - that is, that 
rural women need recognition and access 
to relevant institufions, infrastructural 
Support, extension WOrkerS and f0rIT-d 

lines of credit. 

Importance of root crops 

The most important root crops in terms 
of tonnage production in developing 
countries are cassava, potato and sweet 
potato. There seems to be some disagree- 
ment over which is the most important, 
some sources favouring sweet potato 
(table l), others cassava, but this is a 
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point of acadtmic irlterest. While other 
ma,or root crops such as yams and co- 
coyal‘!s are importtint foods in certain 
areas, their levels of production are con- 
siderably less. 
It is estimated that 65% of cassava pro- 
duced IS for direct food use. the remainder 
being used in animal feed (30%) or pro- 
cessed into industrial products (5%). Re- 
liable ciata on the ratios of other major 
root crops used for food and industrial 
uses are not readily available. Root crops 
are a cheap, available and essential energy 
source for many poor people who iace 
problems of food availability. Although 
they contain little protein or fat, some, 
particularly potato and yam, are a source 
of vital vitamins (A and C). 
Over half of the world’s total cassava 
production is in Africa (table 2) and it 
has been estimated that 37% of the energy 
in the diet in tropical Africa comes from 
cassava. In the Americas and Asia the 
contribution is estimated to be only 12% 
ani! 7% respectively. Tropical rootcrops 
are mainly consumeci and, where neces- 
sary processed at the village and house- 
hold level. The relative importance of 
individual root crops varies both by region 
and country. Yams are a major food crop 
in West Africa. the (Caribbean, the South 
Pacific Islands. Southeast Asia, India and 
parts of Brazil. Cassava is particularly 
important in South America, West, East, 
Central and South Africa, and Oceania. 
Tar0 plays an important cultural role in 
the diet of the people of the Pacific islands. 
as does sweet potato in part of West Africa, 
Oceania and the West Indies. Potato, 
requiring a more temperate ciimate. is 
more important in highland areas of the 
tropics sue h as t hcg Andean regions of Peru 
and i3olivia. The main advantages of root 
crops as a stap!c compared to cereals is 
that they are a cheaper source of energy, 
can be cultivated easily and provide more 
dietary energy per hectare at a Icwer cost 

to the farnler (principally because of rem 
duced labour inputs) They generally re 
quire a compa:ativcly low !evel of hus- 
bandry, especially cassava which call grow 
in very dry and nutrient-deficient soils. 
albeit witt, lower yields. 
Some root crops have a production cycle 
which is continuous or semi-continuous, 
in contrast to cereal production, where 
harvesting is highly seasonal. Taro and 
cassava. for example, are grown in the 
tropics all year round. This can avoid 
storage problems and can provide in- 
creased food security for the poor, espe- 
cially durir.g periods of food shortage. The 
continuous cropping of root crops tc, act 
as a reserve food buffer allows many poor 
people to surt.+je better the problems of 
seasonality and shorta ‘s of other food 
items. It should be noted, however, that 
the practice of only partially harvesting 
certain root crops and relying on their 
natural underground storage can create 
a problem of land availability for subsis- 
tence farmers. 
The preharvest period of, for example, 
cereals is often the most difficult time for 
poor people. Not only can it be a ‘hungry’ 
period, but food prices are generally 
higher, food intake is at its lowest and 
labour requirements on the farm are rising 
in anticipation of harvest. The role of root 
crops at such times is thus of prime im- 
portance. 

Women’s role in processing 

The majority of the labour required for 
the processing 01’ all rootcrops is provid- 
ed by women. It must be remembered, 
however, that the simple provision of 
labour does not ensure that women 
derive the benefits from a particular pro- 
cess. That depends much mare on v~ho 
controls the process - who makes the 
decisions on time allocation and the dls- 
tribution of benefits gained. This control 
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Value of production af ten principal food crops 
liu aM developing countries 

Number of Production Producer Vdue 
producing (million t) price (billion $) 
countries w 

Rice 
Wheat 
Maize 
Potatoes 
Sweet potatoes 
Cassava 
Banana/plantain 
Sorghum 
Grou;rdnuts 
Millet 

97 
69 

119 
98 

100 
95 

li9 
69 

z: 

383 170 65 
162 148 24 
154 119 18 
91 142 13 

137 89 12 
i27 70 9 
62 107 7 
44 123 5 
PI’ 297 5 
27 144 4 

Source: De Horton. Fano. H CIP 1985 

Cassava: area and production in selected countries 
Area harvested ('000) Production ('000 t) 

1974-76 1983 2984 1974-76 1983 1984 
average average -- 

World 12207 13489 14151 107679 123048 

AMca 6438 7191 7482 43300 48593 
Angola 121 130 130 1710 1950 
Ghana 253 210 250 1773 1729 
Mozambique 533 500 550 2600 3150 
Nigeria 1043 1150 1250 10467 9950 
Tanzania 707 450 450 5053 5400 
Zaire 1687 2086 2150 11734 14600 

south Amelica 2549 2,500 2311 30587 26878 
Brazil 2047 2023 1817 2% :: 21569 
Colombia 217 207 210 197; 2000 

Asia 3048 3615 4171 32713 46450 
China 197 252 252 2416 3880 
India 383 302 305 6462 5341 
Indonesia 1424 1242 1420 12589 12229 
Thailand 538 1018 1335 7855 18989 

AM developing 
countries 12207 13489 14151 107679 123048 

-- 
Source : FAG Prociuctlon Yearbook, 1984 

129020 

51002 
1950 
1900 
3150 

11800 
5600 

14800 

26861 
21275 

2100 

50000 
4067 
5800 

14000 
19985 

129020 
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can sometimes lie with the grower of the 
crop rather than the processors or those 
who market the final product. 
In some countries production and pro- 
cessing of a root crop is under women’s 
control (eg cassava in West Africa), 
while in other regions it is a male pres- 
tige crop and taboo for women to culti- 
vate it (as for example, with certain 
yams in Nigeria and a specific variety of 
swamp taro in the Pacific Islands). 
It is important to take these consider- 
ations of control into account in any pro- 
ject. Let us imagine, for example, a situ- 
ation where the man grows a crop on 
land he controls, I*lhile v:o~nen process 
the produce of that land. If the man in- 
vests in a labour-saving process so that 
he can re-deploy his wife in the fields, 
saving him time, who has really benefit- 
ted? The community as a whole, yes, if 
the men can use their freed-up time pro- 
ductively; but the women have not bene- 
fitted at all, at least not directly. 
In the case where the land, labour and 
material inputs are sufficiently under the 
woman’s control, labour-saving techno- 
logical improvements may have more di- 
rect impact on her own and her femily’s 
livelihood. It has been seen that even 
when women farmers control these in- 
puts, they can suffer displacement with 
the introduction of mechanisation. For 
example, in parts of West Africa the in- 
troduction of motorized cassava graters 
has greatly improved the productivity of 

gitri processing, making this an attrac- 
tive economic activity to both men and 
women. It has been known to happen 
that cassava, once a ‘women’s crop’, has 
been taken over by male members within 
a household, with the females having to 
look for alternative income opportuni- 
ties once the production became mecha- 
nized. 
It is vital that the women processors 
themselves are included in project de- 
sign and implementation. Women pro- 
ducers are always trying to maximize 
their limited resources. It is vital to un- 
derstand how they value these resources 
and the trade-offs they are willing to 
make in their distribution. Experience 
has shown that some technologies have 
not been accepted because they have 
not taken into account the perceived 
needs and priorities of the user. 
Project design, therefore, should look 
beyond the immediate confines of the 
‘project’. The processing activity should 
be seen as part of a number of systems: 
firstly, a food production system of 
growing, processing and marketing; sec- 
ondly an economic system of production 
and exchange, and thirdly, a sociai sys- 
tem of interactions between members of 
the same farnily, between families, sexes 
and clans, in the same community and 
between communities. Only then can a 
reasonable assessment of the likely dis- 
tribution of benefits of introducing an 
improved technology be made. 



SECTION 1 

essin 

t is important to have a basic under- 
standing of the physiology of any crop in 
order to be able to predict its post-har- 
vest behaviour. This, together with a 
knowledge of certain essential food sci- 
ence principles and the chemical compo- 
sition of the crop will put the consultant 
in a far better position to study and 
adapt a given processing system. 
In this book, it will only be necessary to 
describe the general composition of root 
crops together with basic food science 
principles relevent to their processing. 
Socio-economic aspects of tropical root 
crops will also be discussed. 

Root crops, as the name implies, are 
plants that dtillelop starchy roots. tubers, 
stems, bulbs or corms that act as a food 
store for the plant Chemically, they are 
mainly composed of water and starch 
with minor amounts of protein, fibre, 
minerals, vitamins and, very irnportantly 
in some cases, toxic components. 
The term ‘root crops’ can be somewhat 
misleading and, in this publication will 
cover commodities such as cassava, 
yams, potatoes, sweet potatoes and cer- 
tain aroids all of which are staple food 
crcos of high starch content. Aroids. 
such as tare, and tannia (known collec- 
tively as cocoyams in Africa), in which 
the starch is deposited in swollen stems 
are included for convenience with rcot 
crops. Bananas, plantains and other sta- 
ple starchy fruits, while processed in 

ways very similar to root crops are not 
covered in this publication but rather in 
the relevant fruit and vegetable volume. 
After the plant has finished growing and 
the foliage dies away, the ‘food store’ of 
many root crops survives by going into 
dormancy, the duration of which de- 
pends on both the crop type and variety. 
Cassava is the exceptlon having no natu- 
ral dormancy period. 
The post-harvest storage life of a root 
crop thus depends on the type of crop 
as well, of cobrse, as the conditions of 
storage. The end of post-harvest storage 
is signalled by sprouting and the removal 
of the sprouts can, in many cases, in- 
crease the storage period. This is partic- 
ularly true of yams. 
In addition to the main chemical compo- 
nents, such as starch. root crops contain 
impormnt minor components. One of 
these is an enzyme called polyphenyloxi- 
dase, which causes the well-known effect 
of darkerling of fresh cut surfaces on ex- 
posure to air. This effect, which can be 
controlled by the use of chemicals, or 
blanching in hot water or steam, needs 
to be taken into consideration in certain 
processing systems. Also, as previously 
mentioned, several root crops contain 
toxic substances, the most important be- 
ing a cyanide-containing glycoside in 
cassava, and solanins in some trarieties 
of potato. The presence of :uch toxic 
factors demands special processing pro- 
cedures to make the product safe for hu- 
man consumption. The cyanogenic gly- 
coside complex of cassava can produce 
extremely toxic hydrogen cyanide 
through the action of natural enzymes in 
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the root. Levels of hydrogen cyanide 
range from 10 to over 450mg.‘kg of 
fresh rc>ot depending upon vi-riety. In 
many countries c3nsumerc often distin- 
guish between sweet (of low toxicity) 
and bitter (of high toxicity) cassava. It is 
important to realize that although many 
sweet varieties do have lcwer levels of 
cyanide there is no well-defined correla. 
!lon between the sweet/bitter taste and 
toxicity (Cooke, 1978). Considerable 
care should thus be taken when intro- 
ducing unfamiliar varieties of sweet cas- 
sava to be sure that it is indeed a low 
cyanide variety. 
Should cassava containinc, cyanide be 
consumed. the body wirl attempt to 
detoxify it. This puts the body system 
under great strain and can pose a seri- 
ous health problem.The problem is par- 
ticularly serious in areas with a low in- 
take of dietary iodine (in which case 
goitre can develop) and for consumers 
with a low protein intake. 
The toxic glycosides of cassava are re- 
duced to safer levels during traditional 
processing. 
Toxicity is initially considerably reduced 
by peeling. The roots are then grated 
breaking down the internal cells and so 
releasing the enzyme which starts to 
break down the cyanogenic glycoside 
complr;c. This releases hydrcgen cya- 
nide. During the subsequent fermenta- 
tion stage, almost total breakdown of the 
glycvside occurs and the final frying, 
roasting or boiling step drives off the hy- 
drogen cyanide. leaving a safer, edible 
product. 
Toxicity problems have also been men- 

titularly in the Andes. After harvesting 
they are soaked in water which removes 
the toxic components. The leached pota- 
toes are then s:!itz~hro for fur-tit.:* pro- 
cessing, most commonly into a dried 
potato product. This process is de- 
scribed in more detail in the relevent sec- 
tion of this book. 

A number of operations are commonly 
used in thn processing of root crops and 
a brief summary of them is included in 
the following section. The descriptions 
are not intended to be crop specific and 
fuller details will be found in the rele- 
vant sections on traditional and im- 
proved root crop processing. 

Peeling 

This involves the removal of the indi- 
gestible outer layers of the root and is 
traditionally carried out by hand al- 
though mechanical and chemical peel- 
ers are available for larger scale opera- 
tions. 

rying 

It has been noted that root crops have a 
high moisture content. The preservation 
of almost all processed rootcrop prod- 
ucts depends on reducing the moisture 

tioned with regard to certain varieties of to a ievel which prevents the growth of 
potato. This is of less importance on a micro-organisms. Drying is a very sim- 
worldwide basis and traditional methods ple, inexpensive and common method 
have been developed to make the to remove water in root cm-s and so 
p:-oduct safer for human consumption. 
Toxic varieties of potatoes are most 

extend their shelf-life. A brief summary 
of the principles involved is included 

commonly grown at high altitudes, par- here. Specific drying technologies are 
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covered in later sections of this book. 
Drying requires the transfer of moisture 
from the product to the air around it. 
Clearly both the quantity (air flow) and 
moisture content (relative humidity) of 
the air will affect the rate at which a 
product dries, as will the nature of the 
product itself. 
It is important to realize that there are 
two stages in the drying process; 
(1) removing ‘surface moisture’. 
(2) removing ‘internal moisture’ from 
within the material. 
The relative humidity of air decreases 
rapidly as its temperature is raised and at 
the same time its water-absorbing capaci- 
ty increases. 
The rate of drying during the first stage is 
dependent solely on the ability of the air 
passing over the material to absorb and 
remove moisture. 
Air flow-rate is more important than tem- 
perature but in areas of high relative hu’ 
midity the air may need heating to lower 
its humidity to a level that allows it to 
absorb significant amounts of water. in 
general, air with a relative humidity of 
75% or more, is not able to effect drying 
except in the earliest stages when the root 
is very wet. 
The surface area of food exposed to the 
air is also very important. Slicing or chip- 
ping of the root crop will increase the 
surface area, and thereby reduce the dry- 
ing time. 
Once the surface water is removed, a sec- 
ond stage of drying begins in which water 
is removed from the interior of the mate- 
rial. The rate of drying in this second 
stage is dependent on the rate at which 
moisture can migrate through the tissue 
to the surface where it evaporates to the 
passing air. The migration is a slow pro- 
cess, so drying rates are lower than in the 
first stage of drying. The drying rate is 
dependent on the moisture content, and 
on temperature, rather than air flow. 

oiling and steaming 

Root crops are often cooked by boiling 
or steaming either for direct consump- 
tion or as one step in a processing sys- 
tem. This does not preserve the crop, 
which is usually eaten soon afterwards, 
unless it is further processed. Boiling 
and steaming are also important in 
cassava processing to partially detoxify 
the material. 

Frying and roasting 

Many types of root crops are common- 
ly prepared by frying in hot oil or 
roasting. Roasting is widely practised 
throughout Africa where traditional 
techniques include burying the whole 
root in hot ashes or holding it in front 
of a fire. In gari processing, proper 
roasting is important to ensure a good 
quality product. Both frying and roast- 
ing enhance the flavour of the root 
crop and most importantly reduce its 
moisture content so extending its 
shelf-life. 
When packaged properly, fried, crisp 
products can have a shelf-life of sever- 
al months. 

Grating 

The action of grating into fine shreds 
is a step common to the processing of 
many root crops and facilitates other 
later steps in a process, for example, 
de-watering, drying or pulping. The 
process alters the texture of the raw 
material. Grating methods range from 
simply rasping the roots on the trunk- 
spines of palms as practised in the 
Amazon basin of South America, 
through simple hand graters to mecha- 
nized graters. 

13 
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Pounding 

Pounding changes the texture of the pre- 
viously prepared root crop to a more 
palatable, paste-like consistency. The 
root is first peeled and softened by boil- 
ing or soaking. Traditionally a large 
pestle and mortar is used. 

De-watering 

De-watering as the name implies, in- 
volves the removal of internal liquid 
from the root crop by pressing. This 
process is most common in cassava pro- 
cessing being an important method of 
reducing toxicity. Traditionally, heavy 
weights are placed on the prepared root 
crop and the expelled liquid is allowed 
to drain away. In other traditional meth- 
ods a squeezing process is involved. 

Starch extraction 

While starch can be extracted from any 
root crop the most common starting ma- 
terials are potato and cassava. Industrial- 
ly, starch is extracted by a combination 
of wet milling, sieving and either settling 
or centrifuging. Starch can also be ex- 
tracted by more simple methods. The 
juice draining from cassava, for exam- 
ple, during de-watering may be collected 
and left to stand allowing the starch to 
settle. After decanting the liquid layer 
the remaining starch may be rinsed and 
further processed into flour by pounding 
or grinding and drying. 

Grinding, mNing and sieving 

After preliminary processing, including 
slicing or shredding and drying, most root 
crops can be ground to a flour. Of all root 
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crops cassava is most commonly pro- 
cessed in this way, the flour being used in 
many traditional dishes such as ‘fufu’. Tra- 
ditionally pestles and mortars are used for 
pulverization but on a larger scale, hand or 
mechanical plate or disc mills are more 
appropriate. After grinding, the coarse 
flour is sieved, with any large particles re- 
turned for further grinding. 

Fermentation 

Fermentation is a most important step in 
the processing of cassava and certain 
high alkaloid-containing varieties of 
potato. In both cases fermentation re- 
sults in a reduction in the levels of the 
toxic components. In the case of cassava 
two methods are commonly practised, 
which may be conveniently considered 
as the ‘dry’ and ‘wet’ methods. The dry 
method is used in the production of 
‘gari’ and is essentially fermentation in 
the presence of air. The grated cassava 
passes through a two stage fermenta- 
tion. During the first phase, starch is 
broken down and acids are produced. 
Subsequently, breakdown in the cyanide 
containing toxic component occurs by 
the action of naturally occuring enzymes 
in the root so releasing hydrogen 
cyanide. The conditions at the end of 
this first stage then allow the growth of a 
range of micro-organisms that produce 
compounds that give gari its characteris- 
tic flavour. Much of the cyanide is lost 
during fermentation, the remainder be- 
ing largely driven off during the final 
roasting step. 
The simple ‘wet’ method of fermenta- 
tion is carried out in certain areas of 
Africa and Latin America and is some- 
times referred to as ‘retting’. Wet fer- 
mentation takes place in the absence of 
air. Cassava roots, either peeled or en- 
tire, are soaked under water for several 
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days until they have softened. The mate- 
rial is then broken up, sieved and finally 
squeezed to remove water. Although 
culturally acceptable in many areas, cas- 
sava processed in this way has a some- 
what unpleasant odour and the waters 
used in the process can be a source of 
pollution in streams. 

In general, traditionally processed root 
crops are low-value products which do 
not normally justify improved iechnolo- 
gies with higher capital costs unless 
losses can be greatly reduced or higher- 
value products made. When considering 
establishing or improving a root pro- 
cessing system a decision on the pro- 
duction scale and technology used must 
be made. 
This decision will depend on: 

- economic status of members of the 
community 

- supply of raw materials 
- labour requirements 
- cultural obstacles 
- organisational and management ca- 

pabilities 
- availability of markets, both local and 

distant 

Economic status 

It is a truism that no-one can control a 
technology they don’t own. This is, 
however, often forgotten in project 
work, when technologies are introduced 
that could not possibly be afforded by 
the groups being worked with. 
This economic status is not simply the 
money people have to spend but also 

their access to credit. Most people can 
obtain access to credit, of a sort, but 
usually at extortionate interest rates. 
Any economic calculations must take 
this into account. Commercial interest 
rates (eg, the bank rate in the capital) 
should not be used in calculations of 
rates of return unless the processors can 
really have access to money at those 
rates. 
At the village level, payback periods of 
more than one agricultural cycle or year 
may be unrealistic because it means 
scarce cash resources will be unavailable 
for other, possibly more immediate 
needs. 
Lengthy payback periods may prove to 
be an effective obstacle for poorer, 
more vulnerable households. 

Raw materials 

The supply of raw materials is particu- 
larly important. Technological improve- 
ments which require a high capital in- 
vestment such as a motorized cassava 
grater, will necessitate relatively high 
and stable crop production levels in or- 
der to pay for themselves within a rea- 
sonable time period. 
Local land ownership patterns may pre- 
clude the establishment of a sufficient 
area under root crop cultivation. For ex- 
ample, in parts of West Africa, the com- 
munity is traditionally the owner of the 
land with the Chief allocating parcels of 
land to households as needed. In Sierra 
Leone, lack of regular access to fertile 
land to produce the necessary cassava 
supplies for a women’s cassava grater 
group proved to be a major hindrance 
for expansion. In this case, competing 
requests for land needed to cultivate 
cash crops by their male counterparts 
resulted in the women’s group receiving 
lower priority. 
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Labour considerations 

Labour requirements must be considered 
when choosing a technology as they can 
vary for different crops at pre-harvest 
and post-harvest production time. When 
comparing expected labour demands fdr 
root crops like cassava and yams, cas- 
sava requires little labour and is very 
easy to cultivate whereas yams require 
considerable etfort in such tasks as, for 
example, staking and drainage prepara- 
tion. In terms of post-harvest production 
needs, cassava processing is perhaps the 
most demanding of all the root crops as 
it requires detoxification before becom- 
ing edible. Much less effort is required in 
processing yams, for example, which al- 
so have the advantage of being a rela- 
tively hardy crop that can be stored for 
several months before any processing is 
required. 

Cultural obstacles 

Group ownership and operation needed 
to share inves*ment costs and make 
maximum use of a higher capital cost 
technology may meet local cultural ob- 
stacles. Women may need to ask their 
husband’s permission to participate in 
work efforts outside the household. If 
the husband feels threatened by his 
witr’s participation in an income-gener- 
ating project or feels that her labour may 
be better used to support his cash activi- 
ties, then this permission may not be 
granted. 
In some areas or countries, women have 
a tradition of working co-operatively, but 
not of dividing tasks between them- 
selves. The introduction of a technology 
that requires group co-operation may re- 
sult in increased suspicion over pooled 
finances and fear of unequal compensa- 
tion ftii labour input. 
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organizational an 
management ca Sties 

If a new technology requires group or- 
ganisation, then there are several key 
questions that the members of the group 
must address themselves to: 

how will decisions be made 
who will have access to the technolo- 
gy and on what terms 

o how will the group be managed from 
day to day 

8 who will look after the money 
who will operate and maintain the 
equipment 
how to control misuse of funds or ma- 
chinery. 

As well as deciding on the constitution, 
the group will have to choose a man- 
ager, and she will have tr, be trained in 
her responsibilities and relevant skills. 
She must also be ready for much suspi- 
cion and must, therefore, be scrupulous- 
ly honest. It is usual, and often unwise, 
that a village leader is chosen. She, or 
sometimes he, is often tempted to abuse 
his/her position, since no-one will speak 
out until it is too late. 

Marketing potential 

Processed root crop products such as 
cassava flour, flaked instant yam, break- 
fast and weaning foods, chip and snack 
products have been developed in re- 
sponse to an expanding demand from 
urban-based populations in developing 
countries. This has offered new opportu- 
nities for rural people to earn cash in- 
comes from processing their root crops. 
These new products, however, while 
havirg great potential for adding value 
to rootcrops and providing income to 
rural producers, often have very limited 
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market;. Any introduction of a new 
product must be accompanied by mar- 
ket research and consumer testing. 
Along with these changes in consumer 
preference by an emerging middle class, 
there are growing health dangers as a 
result of rising demand. For example, in 
Nigeria, increased demand for the fer- 
mented cassava product, gari. has re- 
sulted in less careful processing. The 

fermentation period in certain zones is 
usually two to three days which allows 
sufficient time for breakdown of toxic el- 
ements within the cassava. Some com- 
mercial processors have reduced this 
period to one day and have added lime 
juice to produce the preferred sour taste 
instead of allowing the production of 
the naturai fermented taste to occur in 
the detoxification process. 
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raditional proces+rg of root crops 
has developed to suit local situations. A 
whole range of processing techniques, 
equipment and products have been devel- 
oped which vary not only from country to 
country but also within individual coun- 
tries. It would not be feasible to describe 
all the variations that exist, so in this sec- 
tion we shall look at typical processing 
systems used in Africa, Asia and Latin 
America. A description of some tradition- 
al equipment is followed by an account of 
traditional processing methods covering 
the more common products in areas of 
the three regions. The products described 
are arranged by crop type. In view of the 
emphasis on cassava so far in this docu- 
ment this section will start by looking at 
some of the other important root crops. 
Prior to recommending methods for im- 
proving traditional processing systems it 
is essential to understand fully how and 
why they have developed, how they fit 
into local social conditionr and the 
relevent food science principles outlined 
earlier. Simply being aware of traditional 
practices is not enough. 

The items described below are very sim- 
ple, low in cost and available locally. 
These important factors determine the 
suitability of equipment to local proces- 
sors. Most of the items have been de- 
signed for cassava processing because of 
the more elaborate procedures involved 
to make this crop safer to eat. 

Peelers 

Peeling of roots is commonly carrisd out 
using knives made of bamboo. flint or 
metal. 

Graters 

Examples of the wide range of tradition- 
al graters used particularly for cassava, 
include, in South America, rough stone, 
the prickly trunk of palms and shells. A 
stone or piece of wood covered with 
shark skin or sharp stones set in basket- 
work has been used in the West Indies. 
Graters made from flat pieces of wood 
into which splinters of thorn, teeth or 
fishbone are driven o: embedded in a 
wax coating are used in Venezuela, parts 
of the Amazon and Brazil. 
In Ghana, Nigeria and Sierra Leone 
graters are made from sheets of tin or 
iron which have been pierced with nails 
on one side in order tc; produce a rough 
surface on the other. 

Presses 

The ‘Tipiti’ is used in Latin America, par- 
ticularly in Brazil, for de-watering cas- 
sava. It is a complex cylindrical basket 
press which is diagonally woven such 
that it can be stretched lengthwise to 
squeeze its contents. It is suspended from 
a beam or tree while the lower loop is 
weighted down with a stone, or a pole is 
inserted so that one can exert pressure by 
pulling. More siinply, strips of bark are 
spirally wrapped around the grated cas- 
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sava and twisted to squeeze the con- 
tents. 
Such devices are not found in Africa 
where bags filled with cassava pulp are 
commonly pressed with heavy stones. 

Sieves 

Woven baskets or suspended cloth 
pieces holding the mash are used to al- 
low the liquid to drain away or separate 
excess fibrous material. 

PouudinglGrinding 
equipment 

In South America and Africa pestles and 
mortars made of heavy wood are used 
to pound both fresh roots prior to pro- 
cessing and also to produce flours. 
Some of these may be large enough to 
require as many as eight women pound- 
ing simultaneously. 

Roaster 

A whore range of systems are used to 
roast root crop products over a fire. Ex. 
amples include pans, oil drums cut in 
half and specially constructed raised 
clay semi-circles common in Nigeria. As 
the material is roasted it is continuously 
turned with a wooden spoon or cala- 
bash. 

Potatoes, unlike the other root crops 
covered in this sourcebook, grow best 
at temperates below 20°C. Production 

in developing countries is therefore con 
centrated in highland areas where the 
soil temperature is cool enough. Pota- 
toes and their processed products are 
one of the staple foods of highland peo- 
ples such as those of the Andean areas 
of Peru and Bolivia. 
Generally, potato is consumed fresh, 
that is to say by cooking the fresh tu- 
ber. However, this crop is seasonal and 
for supplies to be available out of sea- 
son, it is necessary either to store fresh 
or to process it into a stable product. 
Dehydrated products such as ‘papa se- 
ca’ and ‘churio’ which can have a stor- 
age life of several years have been tradi- 
tionally made for centuries in the An- 
dean areas of Peru and Bolivia. 
Potato is more difficult to cultivate than 
cassava because a live tuber, or seed, is 
required for planting the following sea- 
son’s crop. This seed potato thus has to 
be carefully stored and is more perish- 
able than the stick, or stem used for 
cassava cultivation. 
As has been mentioned in the section 
on food science potatoes contain toxic 
complex alkaloids, termed solanines. 
The amount of solanine present de- 
pends on variety. Levels are higher in 
immature potatoes and particularly high 
in active growing parts of the plant 
such as sprouts. Bitter potatoes, with 
high levels of solanines are grown in 
the high areas of the Andes and these 
are made safer for eating by proccssinl_; 
into products such as chuiio, tokosh 
and tunta. 
To summarize, the main constraints fac- 
ing potato production and marketing in 
developing countries are its irregular 
yields, seasonality, availability of live tu. 
bers for planting and the perishability of 
the fresh tuber in normal tropical tem- 
peratures. 
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Traditionally Processed Products 

Product Churio 

Region South America 

Country Peru 

Equipment Straw, rocks, sacks or pails 

Process Process requires particular climatic conditions with very 
low night temperatures (-10 to -2O”C), high day temper- 
atures (20-25X) and low relative humidity. Many varia- 
tions in technique exist, the following is a typical 
method. 

Raw material Usually bitter varieties of potato 

Prepared Laid on straw bed for 1 day. 

Frozen Potatoes laid out to freeze at night time. 

Defrosted The following day they are allowed to thaw and may be 
covered wth straw to prevent blackening. This freezing 
thawing process is repeated several times and causes 
rupturing of cells. 

Treading The potatoes are trampled so squeezing out liquid from 
the broken cells and removing the skin. 

Soaking Placed in a running stream for several days. 

Dried In sun for 27 30 days (10% maximum moisture) 

Product Chuiio is consumed by soaking in water and then cook- 
ing in soups, or eaten with meat, cheese etc. 

Advantages Long storage life of up to 3 - 4 years. The process has 
the great advantage of not requiring fuel, a very scarce 
commodity in these high areas. 

Disadvantages Product dependent on climatic conditions (frost, cold 
running water, sun). Considerable loss of nutrients par- 
ticularly protein and vitamin C. 
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Product Papa Seca (Dried Potato) 

Region South America 

country Andean highlands in Peru and Bolivia 

Equipment Cooking pot, tin sheet or sack 

Process Essentially partial cooking followed by sun drying. 

Raw material 

Prepared 

Potatoes. 

Boiled and peeled by hand then sliced or broken into 
small pieces. 

Dried 

Product 

Advantages 

Sundried on tin sheets or sacks. 

The product is used in many traditional dishes. 

Useful method of utilizing smaller second grade pota- 
toes. Has considerably more market acceptability than 
chuno. higher va!ue product than chuiio. 

Disadvantages Fuel is required for boiling. 

roduct Potato Starch 

Region South America 

Country PWl 

Equipment Grinder, large jars, cotton cloth 

Process Pulping, washing and sun-drying 

Prepared The potatoes are peeled. 

Pulped Ground into a pulp, thereby brejkin(; down the cell 
walls and releasing the starch. The resitlting milk con- 
tains mainly starch together with minor amounts of skin 
and fibre particles. If the latter are not removed by 
washing and sieving a brown-coloured starch which has 
a lower market value will result. 
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The ground pulp is diluted with water and left to settle 
in large containers. The starch settles to the bottom. 
After the liquid above the starch has been poured off 
the starch is re-slurried in water and again allowed to 
settle. This washing process is re;:,ieated several times 
until a clean white product resu!ts. 

Drained The starch is drained by squeezing in a cotton cloth. 

Dried Placed in the sun to dry. 

Note: Very little traditional starch processing is now carried out at household level, 
having largely been replaced by maize and potato starch imported from Europe and 
the USA. 

Yams are an important staple food in 
West Africa. the Caribbean, parts of 
Southeast Asia and the Pacific. In West 
Africa the yam ‘zone’ principally covers 
the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Togo, Benin 
and Nigeria with the last being the 
world’s largest producer. 
Traditionally, yams have an important 
cultural role. In the yam ‘zone’, it is 
commonly forbidden to eat the first 
yams of the new harvest until the annu- 
al New Yam Festival occurs. There is al- 
so a gender division associated with the 
handling of the crop. Generally, in West 
Africa and Melanesia, men control the 
growing and storing of the crop. Some 
women. especially widows, may grow 
and store yams. This is advantageous to 
women in West African communities 
where a well-built and stocked yam barn 
is considered prestigious. However, in 
Melanesia, the gender taboo is stronger, 
and women are excluded from all culti- 
vation stages of one particular yam spe- 
cies (D~oscorea c&a), but are allowed to 
cultivate other less important species. 
This particular species may have been 
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designated the man’s crop and attained 
ritual importance because of the high 
labour and financial investment required 
for its cultivation. Another cultural belief 
common in West Afrtca is that small tu- 
bered species are thought to produce an 
inferior ‘iufu’, and thus considered an 
inferior gift. 
When compared to casrava, yam is a 
more difficult and expensive crop to cul- 
tivate. Labour inputs and material costs 
are higher as not only does a yam crop 
require more husbandry but also greater 
soil fertility. It is a seasonal crop and 
part of a live tuber is required as plant- 
ing material for the next season. Be- 
cause of the perishable nature of the 
planting material the farmer does not 
necessarily have the next season’s crop 
secured. This means that the producer 
requires a well managed store and may 
on occasions have to purchase suitable 
planting material from elsewhere. 
Some varieties of yams will store up to 
6 months. There are well developed tra- 
ditional storage systems in the major 
yam-growing regions. These may in- 
volve leaving the tubers in the ground 
or heaping freshly harvested tubers un- 
derneath rock outcrops, on household 
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floors, inside huts, underneath houses 
built on stilts or underneath soil and hu- 
mus. Under these conditions the rate of 
deterioration is reduced by curing, which 
is described later under the relevant 
heading. In parts of West Africa special 
structures are built for the storage of tu- 
bers. These ‘yam barns’ consist of a ver- 
tical framework of timbers with cross 
pieces of bamboo or the ribs of palm 
Isaves. Tubers are fastened individually 
to the structure using raffia. 
Y’ams are usually prepared for eating us- 
ing simple cooking such as boiling, bak- 
ing, roasting, steaming or frying. 
Throughout the West African yam zone 
fufu is the most popular processed yam 
product. 
Certain varieties are preferred for fufu 
production as they form a stiffer dough. 
In the Pacific Islands yams are wrapped 
in green leaves with other ingredients 
such as coconut cream and chicken or 
fish and roasted in ovens. 
Although there are about 600 species of 
yams, only about 10 are edible, and 
many contain toxic alkaloids. Some toxic 
varieties are traditionally processed as in 
the Philippines where for example, the 
following technique is used: 

o thin slices of peeled tuber are placed 
in a basket and submerged in the sea 
or a solution of salt water for 2-3 
hours; 

l the slices are removed And squeezed 
under weights for a few hours; 

o the material is replaced in the basket 
and left in a running stream for 36-48 
hours with occasional stirring. 

Traditionally processed 
products 

Fufu is one example of a whole range of 
sticky dough or porridge-like foods. 
The name is often applied to any such 
product made from starchy material 
such as cassava, yam, cocoyam or plan- 
tain, either singly or in combination. It is 
also sometimes used to describe similar 
doughs made from cassava starch, cas- 
sava flour or grated cassava. Numerous 
local variations and methods of prepara- 
tion thus occur. For interested readers 
an excellent survey is included in the 
Further Reading list (Lancaster, et al., 
Traditional Cassaua Based Foods: Sur- 
uey of Processing Techniques .) 

Product Fufu 

Region West Africa 

Equipment Pestle and mortar, sieve, raffia or cotton bags 

Process Raw material pounded or mashed to make a heaqv!y 
dough. 

Raw Material ‘r’am, cassava, cocoyam or plantain or blends of these. 

Prepared Peeled and cut into smaller pieces. 

Cooked Boiled or steamed till soft. 
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Pounded In a pestle and mortar with a little water until a smooth, 
sticky dough forms, which is then ready for consumption. 

roduct A heavy dough. 

Note: The preparation of fufu from ‘bitter’ cassava wiil differ: unpeeled roots are 
placed in streams or in large earthenware pots for 3-5 days for soaking and ferment- 
ing. The roots soften and the peel and central fibres may then bz removed after which 
the product is ground or pounded in a mortar until a smooth soft mash results. 

roduct 

Resiorn 

Country 

Equipment 

Prepared 

Yam Flour 

West Africa 

Togo, Ghana, ivory Coast, Benin, Nigeria 

Pestle and mortar, sieve, knife 

Tubers are peeled and sliced to about 1 cm thickness and 
parboiled in water. 

Dried After cooling, the pieces are sun-dried until hard. In this 
chip form, the product is referred to as ‘elubo’ in Nigeria. 

Ground Ground into coarse flour with pestle and mortar although 
milis are used where available. 

Sieved To produce a finer flour. Grinding and sieving is repeated 
until product is satisfactory. 

Note: The flour can be rehydrated with water to form a dough as needed, but 
considered an inferior substitute for fufu. 

Advantages: (1) Flour can be prepared frtim damaged tubers, thus 
limiting crop and storage losses. 

(2) Can be stored for several months provided that the 
moisture content is sufficiently low and the product is 
protected from insect and rodent attack. 

(3) The dry chips can also be stored and ground to flour 
as required. This has the added advantage of giving 
greater stability to moisture absorption. 

(4) Stable product allows for reduction in marketing and 
transport costs. 

I 
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Disadvantages: (1) Certain varieties of yam turn black or brown and can 
be extremely hard when dry. This has met with con- 
sumer resistance. 

(2) ‘Elgbo’ is very hard and difficult to grind using con- 
ventional milling machines and causes machine wear. 

Aroids are physiologically similar to root 
crops, although they do not yield edible 
roots but swollen starchy stems. They are 
cu!!ivated, processed and consumed as a 
dietary staple in a similar way to root 
crops. Many aroids contain irritant crys- 
tals of oxalic acid and special cooking 
methods have been developed to make 
them safe and palatable. Within the edi- 
ble aroid group, taro and tannia species 
are the main food crops used for direct 
human consumption a1.d will therefore 
be the subject of this section. Tannia, taro 
and allied species are often collectively 
known as coccyams. 
Cocoyam cultivation and processing for 
direct consumption is a subsistence activ- 
ity. Again, the crop requires high labour 
and material inputs compared to cassava. 

Traditionally Processed Product 

Traditional processing methods are limit- 
ed to boiling, mashing, drying and fer- 
mentation. Commercial production in- 
cludes products such as weaning foods, 
flakes, breakfast foods, noodles, canned 
and frozen goods. Such activities which 
require cultivation to be on a larger scale 
are concentratd in Hawaii, the Philip- 
pines, the Caribbean Islands and Egypt. 
Although taro and tannia appear similar 
they have developed in different hemi- 
spheres. Both crops are important sta- 
ples in West Africa, while in Oceania taro 
is preferred. Taro requires more careful 
processing than tannia to eliminate the 
larger amounts of oxalic acid present. 
In West Africa, tannia is commonly 
boiled and pounded with other root 
crops into fufu, or eaten boiled, fried, or 
roasted. in Hawaii and southern China, 
taro is fermented to make a purplish - 
grey paste known as ‘poi’. 

Product Poi 

Region 

Country 

Equipment 

Pacific 

Hawaii 

Knife, grater, sieve 

Process Cooking and grating 

Prepared After cooking, taro is peeled, washed and grated. 
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Fermented The resulting hquid mass is kept at ambient tempera- 
tures for several days to ferment, during which time lac- 
tic acid is produced 

Product When fermentation has produced the desired taste the 
poi is ready for eating. 

The sweet potaio originated in Latin 
America and is now widely grown 
throughout tropical and sub-tropical re- 
gions, particularly i: the Pacific, Carri- 
bean, East Asia ana New Zealand. It is not 
generally eaten (1s a main dietary staple in 
the same cvay as cassava, maize or rice; 
that is to say with almost every meai.The 
research that has been carried out on 
sweet potato is mainly in connection with 
processed products for the crop In the 
developed world. In the U.S.A. it is 
canned, frozen, dehydrated or used in pie 

Traditionally Processed Products 

fi!;ir+, candied pieces and baby foods. 
Tc\.!- suggests that its potential in develop- 
it:0 Cody-&ies as an important processed 
food has perhaps not been fully realized. 
Sweet potatoes are comparatively easy to 
grow and have a high consumer accept- 
ability. However, they have a short stor- 
age life, generally less than four weeks in 
the tropics. Their thin skin is easily dam- 
aged during harvest and post-harvest han- 
dling leaving the crop highly perishable. 
It is therefore usually consumed soon after 
harvesting. Alternatively curing, drying 
and fermentation are traditional preserva- 
tion methods,some of which are iiiustrat- 
ed below. 

Product Chips 

Region East Africa, Asia (India) 

Process Slicing and drying 

Prepared Tubers are peeled and sliced 

Dried The pieces are placed in the sun to dry and can then be 
stored. 

When the product is needed for consumption the dried 
slices are washed and boiled or ground into flour for 
making local dishes. 

Product 
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Region South East Asia 

Country Philippines 

Process Drying, pounding 

Prepared The tubers are peeled and flaked. 

Dried Placed in the sun to dry and then stored. 
When needed for consumption the dried flakes are 
pounded into a flour and either made into gruel by mix- 
ing with water and sugar, or formed into small bails of a 
dough consistency which are wrapped in sugarcane 
leaves and boiled. 

Product Flour 

Region South America 

Country Peru 

Process Drying, milling 

Prepared The tubers are peeled and sliced. 

Dried Placed in the sun to dry 

Milling The dried slices are milled and sieved to produce a 
flour. 

Product Fermented Sweet Potato ‘Poi’ 

Region Asia 

Process The tubers are baked or steamed. 

Prepared After cooking the tubers are peeled and pounded with a 
stone pestle in a long shallow bowl of wood or stone. 

Fermented The sticky dough IS mixed with water and left in a caia- 
bash to ferment for several days (depending on local 
tastes). 
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Regiort 

Country 

Process 

Cooked 

Prepared 

Futaii 

Africa 

(Malawi) 

Cooking, pounding 

Boiled or roasted. 

Pounded together with peanuts to form a paste. 

ma1 feed, alcohol, starch and food prod- 
ucts such as tapioca and ‘instant’ mixes. 
Cassava processing is not only important 

The majority of the rotai world production for preservation of the product which, as 
of cassava is processed for direct human has been mentioned, must be used quickly 
consumption in Africa and South Ameri- after harvesting but also to reduce its toxic 
ca. In Asia, Thailand produces cassava components. The toxicity of cassava has 
chiefly for industrial purposes and export. been covered in the sections of this book 
Such industrial applications include ani- on basic food science and technology. 

Traditionally Processed Products 

Product 

Region 

Country 

Equipment 

Process 

Prepared 

Gai-i 

Africa 

Niyc-ia. Ghana 

Grater, roasting pan. sieve, jute or fibre bag 

Fermentation, roasting 

Washed, peeled and grated roots are placed in large 
cloth bag in the sun and left to ferment for 3-4 days. 
Weights are placed on top of the bag to press out the 
liquid which drains away. 

Sieved When sufficiently dry (about 50% water content) the 
pulp is removed from the sack and sieved to remove 
fibrous materia!. 
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Roasted Small amounts are constantly stirred in a shallow pan over 
heat until cooked. Palm oil is sometimes added to prevent 
burning and to impart a yellow coiour. 

Cooled Spread out to dry further and cool 

Product A light. crisp, free-flowing granular powder which is 
creamy white in coiour. Shelf life: feh .,dceks or months 
to more than one year depending on packaging and mois- 
ture content. For safe storage, moisture content must be 
below 12%. 
Also known as “Farinha de mandioca” in Brazil which is 
somewhat different in that its fermentation and pressing 
time (due to use of the Tipiti press) is much shorter. The 
product also has a different taste. 

Advantages 

Disadvantages 

Usually eaten as a convenience food and is therefore 
attractive to urban markets. When packaged properly has 
a good shelf life. 

Grating and >eeiing are time-comsumin3; frequent cuts on 
the hands with hand-graters. 
Constant stirring of gari over a fire requires processor to 
endure heat and smoke and exposure. to an atmosphere 
of cyanide gas for lengthy periods of time. 

Product 

Region 

t Country 

Raw material 

Equipment 

Process 

Method L 

Prepared 

De-Watered 

Landang or Cassava Rice 

Asia 

Philippines 

Cassava 

Grater, jute sacks, winnowing basket, sieve, mat. 

The following are two common methods used to prepare 
this traditional Philippine dish: 

Freshly harvested roots are peeled. grated, and placed in 
jute sacks. 

The sacks are pressed between two wooden blocks to 
squeeze out the juice. 
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Pelleted The pulp is put into winnowing baskets and whirled un- 
til pellets form (size depends on speed of motion and 
moisture content). 

Sieving 

Steamed 

Dried 

Method 2 

Pellets of more or less uniform size are isolated by sift- 
ing - those too big to pass through the sieve are bro- 
ken, put back in and whirled again. 

The pellets are steamed on a screen mesh placed over a 
vat of boiling water. 

After being separated by hand while still wet, the pellets 
are finally sun-dried on mats. 

Peeled roots are soaked in water in earthenware jars or 
wooden containers (contact with metal should be avoid- 
ed) until they begin to soften (5-7 days). The contents 
are macerated and fibres removed by hand. The mass is 
air-dried, before making the pellets as described before. 
In both methods the pellets are thoroughly sundried for 
3-5 days before storage. The product can be eaten with- 
out further cooking, or can be soaked, mixed with co- 
conut milk, reboiled and served. 

Advantages If placed in a cool, dry place, the storage life is 3 -6 
months. Considered ideal for fishermen and others on 
trips as it stores well and can be eaten without cooking. 

Product 

Region 

Country 

Equipment 

Process 

Prepared 

Dried 

Gapiek (Cassava Chips) 

Southeast Asia 

Indonesia 

Jute Mats 

Drying 

Peeled and cut into thin slices. 

Spread on woven mats or hung on fences to sun-dry. 
The drying time varies with the amount of sunny weath- 
er, but it is normally 2-3 days. The chips are sometimes 
steamed before drying, which it is reported prolongs the 
storage life. 
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Product Cassava chips are usually further processed as needed 
for consumption: boiled, fried in oil, or ground into 
flour. 

Note: Preparation of cassava into dried chips followed by further prccessing into 
flour when needed is widely practised in Asia. 
In Thailand and Indonesia cassava chip production is also carried out at the com- 
mercial level, being a primary export. 
In India the chips are parboiled before drying. Storage life can be up to one year 
compared to 3-6 months without parboiling. 
In Ghana, the smaller whole roots which might otherwise be discarded are peeled 
and left in the sun for approximately 10 days to dry. This product is known as 
‘Kokonte’. 

Product Cassareep ( West Indies) 
Tucupy (Brazil) 

Region South America and West Indies 

Equipment Grater, press or “Tipiti” 

Process Extraction, concentration 

Prepared Roots are peeled and freshly grated. 

De-w&@ered Pressed to obtain juice which is collected. 

Evaporated The liquid obtained is boiled down and concentrated by 
evaporation until it reaches a dark, syrupy consistency. 
The long heating destroys the toxins in the juice. 

I Rroduct A thick syrupy sauce. 

Note: Along the Caribbean coastal areas, cassareep is the basis of the traditional 
dish ‘pepper pot’ in which all kinds of meat, fish and vegetable leftovers from meals 
can be placed and cooked. Cassareep is said to be a meat preserver and pepper pots 
can be kept for many years by adding further ingredients as necessary and bringing 
to the boil daily. Bitter varieties of cassava are considered to give the best quality 
cassareep. 

Advantages Long-storage life 

I 

Product Cassabe. This one example of the many types of cas- 
sava bread traditionally produced in many countries. 
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Re:gion South America 

Country Venezuela 

Equipment Tipiti press, sieve, iron plate or griddle, trays 

Process Grating, drying, baking. 

Prepared Two methods are used depending upon whether the 
roots are subjected to a soaking fermentation stage or 
simply peeled and grated. 

De-watered 

Sieved 

Dried 

Baked 

The juice is squeezed out from the mash using a Tipiti. 
The resulting ‘press cake’ is left for several hours or 
overnight until it becomes quite solid. 

The cake is broken up and rubbed or sifted through a 
coarse sieve to separate out extraneous fibres. 

The dough is pressed down to a thickness of 1 cm in 
wide trays made of woven palm fibre and left in the sun 
until completely dry and hard. 

The press cake is either sun-baked or baked over a fire. 
Alternatively, the sifted pulp is spread into thin flat 
cakes and cooked on a hot griddle, turning to cook both 
sides to produce a hard cake. The cakes are then dried 
in the sun on the roofs of houses until they become 
hard. The cakes so produced can be 2 to 3 feet in 
diameter; pieces are broken off and dipped in gravy and 
saups. 

Note: Cassabe or cassava bread is the staple diet of the Amazonian Indians. Bitter 
cassava is preferred as it has a higher starch content which makes the product less 
brittle and better to store. 

Advantages The hard, brittle cake keeps in good condition for easy 
storage for several months, a convenient food to carry 
on extended trips such as when hunting. 

Disadvantages A laborious process which can take up to 2 d,: - 

Product Cassava Beer 

Region Widespread, including Central and East Africa ii’ 4 Latin 
America. 
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Equipment Earthenware jars 

Process Kasiri is one example of a common fermented alcoholic 
beverage based on cassava. 

Method 1 

Prepared Fresh tubers are left up to a week in a flowing stream 
until detoxified by fermentation. 

Fermented The fermented cassava is removed from the stream, put 
into a jar and water is added leaving it to stand for an- 
other 3 days after- which the mass is heated. In some 
cases yeast is then added before allowing the fermenta- 
tion to continue. 

Method 2 

Prepared This process is widely used throughout Central and 
South America, and the West Indies. Cassava bread is 
chewed up, mixed with water, and fermented for 2-3 
days. The natural enzymes of the saliva speed up fer- 
mentation by initiating the breakdown of starch to sug 
ar. Traditional customs require that only young girls 
chew the cassava in some areas while only the oldest 
women are permitted to do so in others. Without chew- 
ing, fermentation takes 4-5 days. 
The drink has ritual importance for some tribes in the 
Brazilian tropical forest. 

Product Starch 

Region South Pacific 

Country Tonga and Western Samoa 

Equipment Knife, bucket, grater, strainer, mats 

Process Extraction, drying 

Prepared Fresh roots are washed, peeled and grated into coarse 
meal. 

Extracted Grated cassava is washed with water, strained through a 
cloth bag which is squeezed by hand ta extract starch 
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milk. This is then poured into a bucket or basin. The 
process is repeated until the squeezed liquid is no longer 
white. 

Decanted After standing for several hours the starch will settle ,to 
the bottom. 

Washed The starch is washed and the procedure repeated until 
the liquid poured off is clear. 

Dried The white starch remaining at the bottom of the basin is 
removed and spread out on mats to dry in the sun. 

Product When almost dry it is pressed into balls or dried com- 
pletely and pounded into powder. 

Note: Traditronally. starch was made from arrowroot, or sago palm. Since cassava 
is cheaper it has tended to replace these starches. 
The most common use is to add to puddings or mix with fruit. Cassava starch can be 
stored as needed. It is baked into cakes in the Caribbean Pacific Islands and Ja- 
maica. Cassava starch can be further pr ocessed into tapioca: wet starch is heated in 
a pan stirring continuously until the grains burst and gelatinize into globules. 
In West Africa starch is traditionally processed. dried, rehydrated later and eaten as 
pap or porridge. 

The purpose of curing is to increase the 
storage life of the tuber. During curing, 
conditions of increased temperature and 
humidity encourage growth of the outer 
layers of the tuber’s skin. Existing 
wounds are thus sealed preventing entry 
of micro-organisms thereoy helping to 
inhibit deterioration. Curing is practised 
with cassava, sweet putato and especial- 
ly with yams. Several curing methods 
are described below 
In Papua New Guinea the tubers are 
stacked on platforms in a dark area of 
the house where heat and humidity from 

the cooking area can cure them. On the 
other hand, the Maoris of New Zea- 
land practise pit storage as a method of 
curing sweet potatoes. Here, under- 
ground storage pits are dug into the side 
of a hill and the floor of the pit is cov- 
ered with a layer of gravel and soft pack- 
ing. 
The seed stock is placed in first to fill 
the back of the pit while the tubers for 
consumption are stacked at the front, 
being separated by fern leaves. The 
store is sealed to allo[v a build up of heat 
and humidity inside for curing (owing to 
the natural respiration of the tubers). 
Pit storage is also practised in Zimbabwe 
and Malawi. Yams are usually cured by 
covering the tubers with earth. 
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Improved Processing Equipment 
and Products 

M any of the traditional processing 
systems outlined in the previous section 
have beGn improved and in many cases 
mechanized. 

When considering upgrading traditional 
methods or introducing improved tech- 
nologies, it is important to be sure 
l that the need is correctly identified 
l that appropriate expertise (including 

technical, socio-economic, marketing 
etc.} is available. 

The introduction of improver’ technolo- 
gies for root crop processing has met 
with varying degrees of success. Me- 
chanical peelers, for example, have in 
some cases resulted in higher wastage 
than hand peeling and in general have 
not proved acceptable in small process- 
ing units. Graters on the other hand 
seem to have met with wider acceptance 
being able to take over what is seen as a 
very laborious task. 
Complete ‘packages’ of equipment, of 
various scales are available for process- 
ing several rootcrops. Comparatively 
small packages exist for example for car- 
rying out all the process steps in the pro- 
duction of gari and secondary cassava 
products such as chips, instant mixes 
and breakfast foods. Some of these 
products are not part of traditional local 
foods and are too expensive for most vil- 
lagers. 
They therefore have little or no readily 
available rural market. 
Most small rural villages do not have the 
facilities to meet the necessary requirs- 
ments of high capital investment; a regu- 
lar and formal labour force; access to, 

and a regular supply of production ma- 
terials and management abilities neces- 
sary to operate larger scale plants. For 
this reason package systems available 
will not be covered in this text. There 
appear to be few, if any, cottage or 
small-scale mechanized ‘packages’ for 
processing a particular rootcrop. 
This section will describe improved tech- 
nologies by processing methods and will 
include: 

l Peeling and Washing 
l Grating and Rasping 
o Pounding 
l Pressing and De-watering 
l Sieving 
l Roasting 
e Drying 
l Milling and Grinding 
e Chipping and Slicing 

As it is not known which pieces of 
equipment a.tsed in these processes are 
still prototypes, have been tested in the 
fis!d, or are actually being used by rural 
women at village level, the names and 
addresses of the equipment suppliers 
and appropriate institutions are given in 
section 7 as a first contact point. 
It should be stressed that before consid- 
ering obtaining any equipment it would 
be beneficial to consult appropriate insti- 
tutions (listed in the Contacts secticn), 
especially those who have had previous 
experience in introducing the equip- 
ment 
The introduction of an improved tech- 
nology or process may benefit a commu- 
nity both economically and socially. 
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Increasing the efficiency of a process by 
making it more cost effective with the 
aim of increasing incomes will also re- 
sult in social change, which will have to 
be acceptable to those involved. Both 
economic and social factors therefore 
need to be considered, ie: 

A. Economic 

1. Availability of local workshop facili- 
ties to produce or maintain the im- 
proved production system. 

2. Labour requirements and availability. 
3. Raw material supply. 
4. Scale of production desired. 
5. Production and product cost. The 

product may have to competeeco- 
nomically with traditional products 
made using uncosted or low-costed 
family labour. 

6. Potential consumer markets. 
7. Access to credit at local interest rates. 

i al 

1. Family needs and capacity for labour 
and/or capital investments. 

2. Existing infrastructural support i.e. 
transport and credit conditions. 

3. Cultural restrictions - gender divi- 
sions, local preferences in taste, tex- 
ture, colour and odour of food, ta- 
boos, social structures. 

Consumer acceptability is vital for a 
food processing operation to market its 
products. It ;s necessary then to exam- 
ine and compare any change in terms of 
flavour, colour, texture and odour that 
might have occurred with the introduc- 
tion of an improved technology. 

While equipment for washing and peel- 
ing root crops is commercially available 
its cost and throughput is generally too 
high for small rural projects. 
Washing machines generally consist of a 
cylinder fitted with paddles and brushes 
that can be rotated while a stream of wa- 
ter is played over the rootcrop as it pass- 
es through the unit. 
Mechanical peelers operate by rubbing 
the roots against a rotating abrasive sur- 
face. They are best suited to raw materi- 
als of regular shape. Irregular materials 
either have high losses on peeling or re- 
quire final hand peeling. The use of me- 
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chanical peelers is dependent on the 
throughput required and loca! wage 
rates. In Europe, with its high hourly 
labour costs for example, the cost of 
hand peeling would far excede any losses 
of yield through mechanical peeling. It 
should be no;,? that in some cases abra- 
sive peelers may offe; a reduction in loss- 
es compared to hand peeling, especially 
when used for small roots or tubers. 
A description of a simple washer and 
peeler that could be constructed locally 
together with a commercial peeler are in- 
cluded together with an outline of a 
chemical peeling process. 



The International Potato Cen- 
tre (CIP) in Peru has designed 
a simple, hand-operated pota- 
to washer. A 55 gallon oil 
drum is cut lengthwise and 
paddle wheels equipped with 
brushes are fixed on an axle 
with wooden dowels. A handle: 
is fixed to the axle in order to 
rotate the paddles and so agl- 
tate the potatoes. The washer 
has a capacity of 25 Kg of 
potatoes and requres 150 
litres of water per batch. After 
a few minutes the drum is 
turned on its side to empty the 
potatoes and dirty water. 

otorized Peeler 

A stieet-metal cylinder or 55 gallon 
drum whose surface has been punched 
from the outside to create an abrasive 
surface internally, is mounted on a hori- 
zontal axle. The drum is rotated via a 
belt-drive from a motor. Potatoes are fed 
into the drum from the top, and as the 
cylinder rotates the protruding holes 
scrape the skin from the surface of the 
potatoes. Each end of the cylinder is fit- 
ted with a small door so that the pota- 
toes may enter at one end and leave 
from the other when peeling is com- 
plete. A perforated metal pipe set above 
the cylinder sprays water over the rotat- 
ing drum. 20 Kg of potatoes can be 
peeled in 4 minutes. Final trimming and 
peeling is necessary. A smaller hand op- 
erated peeler can be constructed using a 
similar design. 
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Abrasive Plate Peeler 

The ‘Crypt0 Peerless’ abrasive plate 
peeler is an example of a typical com- 
mercial machine in which a rotating 
abrasive plate rubs the skin from the ma- 
terial passed through. It is most com- 
monly used to peel potatoes. Various 
sizes of such machines are available 
from as small as 13 kg/batch. They are 
powered by electric motors. 

Lye Peeling 

Hot solutions of sodium hydroxide (lye) 
can be used to loosen skin of many 
rootcrops to facilitate later peeling, such 
as removal by water spray or scrubbing 
with brushes. A combination of chemical 
reaction and thermal shock aid in soften- 
ing and loosening the skin. The desired 
effect can be obtained by selecting the 
combination of lye concentration, tem- 
perature and immersion time. Generally, 
lye acts more vigorously at higher tem- 
peratures. Technical advice should be 
sought if lye peeling is being considered, 
as problem; can occur. For example, 
partial cooking and gelatinization of the 
outer layers of the root may, cause too I 
much lye absorption. In addition sodi- 
um hydroxide is a very dangerous chem- 
ical to handle and workers need to be 
properly trained and protected. In addi- 
tion the used lye solution is a potential 
source of pollution and can corrode 
equipment. The following table shows 
suitable combinations found for the lye 
peeling of yam: 
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Lye Peeling of Fresh Yams 

elation tureen immersion time and lye csncentratiola 
on the efficiency af the lye peeling operation 

Lye coacestration 

Percent by weight 

Time of 
immersion 

Miib!s 

Visual evaluation 
(1) 

Loss in weight 
of lye-peeled 

tubers (2) 
Percent 

10 2 
3 
4 
5 
6 

15 2 
3 
4 
5 

20 1 
2 
3 
4 

Questionable 
Questionable 
Questionable 
Good 
Very Good 
Questionable 
Questionable 
Good 
Very Good 
Questionable 
Questionabie 
Good 
Very Good 

5.6 
11.11 
12.73 
14.44 
17.50 
7.22 

11.11 
13.33 
16.11 
6.67 
8.89 

12.21 
13.33 

(1) Qucstlonable: Tubers retained large patches of peel or many small patches. 
Good: Tubers with one or two small patches of peel which can be removed easily by trimming. 
Very Good: Tubers completely peeled. 

(2) Average of three runs. 

Source Journal of Agriculture of (Jniversity of Puerto Rico. 
Lye F’eellny of Fresh Yam. J M. Rivera-Ortlz and M.A. Gonzales, 1972, 56 (1). Page 59 
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The two selected designs of hand graters 
shown here are both low-cost and can be 
constructed of tin or galvanized mild 
steel. The grating surface is created by 
puncturing the surface with holes, as in 
traditional construction. Both models 
need only one operator and are probably 
most suitable for an individual family or 
to be shared amongst a few families. 
This design is essentially an upgraded 
traditional technology, with the grating 
surface horizontal instead of at a down- 
ward slant, often supported against the 
processor’s legs. The elevated grater is 
now supported on a table. 

This hand-operated machine 
incorporates a rotating cylin- 
drical grater against which the 
root is pressed. Note that only 
one tuber can be inserted at a 
time. 
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al- erated Cassava rater 

In the early 70’s. an engineer at the ln- 
termediate Tee hnology Development 
Group’s (ITDG) workshop in Zaria, Ni- 
geria developed a cassava grater made 
from galvanised iron tubing, spare bicy- 
cle parts, hacksaw blades and sheet 
metal. Cassava is fed in the hopper and 
a vertical disc with grating slits fixed to a 
frame is rotated by pedal power. 

_..- * .l 
. .* 

” d, ,‘( ./ .,,.li 

isc rater 

This grater, developed in Ghana. con- 
sists of a disc-shaped wooden block to 
which is nailed a perforated metal sheet. 
The perforated disc is rotated by a belt 
drive from a 5 h.p. diesel engine. The 
throughput is one tonne of cassava per 
hour. 
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C Vertical 

This drum grater was developed by 
T.A.E.C. (Tikonko Agricultural Exten- 
sion Centre) in Sierra Leone. The sur- 
face of the drum is covered with a sheet 
of perforated metal which rotates across 
the base of the feed hopper The cassava 
is pressed against the grattng surface by 
a wooden block inserted in the throat of . 
the hopper. The drum is rotated by belt 
drive from a 4 h.p. diesel or electric mo- 
tor. The hopper, drum, and frame can I 
be made from timber or scrap metal. 

rater c 

- - -__ -1’ :_--. a ; .,T 
\ * .-1: $1 ,, .*. I *-* I 

The pounding of fufu from yams and Attempts +o produce pounded yam 
cassava to produce a gelatinous, products by rehydrating yam flour 
sticky product can take up to one have proved unpopular because both 
hour using a traditional pestle and the texture and taste were inferior to 
mortar traditionally-pounded yam. 

otorize oundirrg ac%iine 

A machine for pounding yam and similar 
foods has been developed at the Depart- 
ment of Agricultural Engineering, Uni- 
versity of Ife in Nigeria. It consists of a 
beater and bowl which operates in a man- 
ner rather similar to a heavy dough-mix- 
er. The leading edge of the beater was 
sharpened to provide an additional chop- 
ping effect. with further beating produc- 
ing a soft consistency characteristic of 
pounded foods. As in the traditional pro- 
cess water is added as necessary during 
the process. The unit is powered by a 
1.75 h.p. motor and can produce enough 
fufu for eight adults in 45 seconds. 
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The traditional sticks-and-rope 
press has been upgraded by 
the Tikonko Agricultural Ex- 
tension Centre in S;icrra Leo- 
ne. Two wooden frames are 
placed below and above the 
sacks filled with cassava mash. 
Half a dozen threaded rods 
pass through the bottom 
frame to fit holes in the top 
frame. Tightening exerts pres- 
sure on the sacks by pressing 
the frame closer together. The 
actual pressing time is not re 
duced but rather the time and 
labour necessary to either 
gather and heap heavy stones 
or to assemble and tie up thtj 
sticks around the sacks is re 
duced. Only wood, bolts and 
threaded rods are needed. 

The common pressing step that occurs constructed parallel press board, press 
in several traditional root crop process- frame or wedge press to more sophisti- 
ing systems can remove up to 50% of cated screw and hydraulic presses. The 
the water present. Several press designs later clearly require access to better 
exist ranging from the simple, easily equipped workshops. 
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The Technology Consultancy 
Centre (TCC) in Ghana has 
developed a parallel board 
press which provides uniform 
pressure to pulp-filled sacks 
placed between them. Instead 
of a wooden frame as in the 
TAEC upgraded traditional 
model. two solid parallel 
boards are screwed together to 
create the pressure on the 
sacks. It takes about 3 to 4 
hours to de.water one bag 
(125 kg) of gari as opposed to 
3 - 4 days needed by tradition- 
al presses. 

oar Tess P 

edge ress 

The wedge press is an adaptation of a between them. Sacks of grated pulp are 
traditional Chinese press used to extract placed on the beam and pressure is ap- 
oil. plied when wooden wedges are ham- 
Tree stumps or wooden logs provide mered into the space between the sacks 
support for a wooden beam inserted in and lree stump. 
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Screw-type cassava presses 
can either be in the form of a 
circular press cage holding the 
fresh pulp or a square frame 
exerting pressure on the sacks. 
Both types work by moving a 
heavy circular or square block 
which is lowered or raised by 
means of a threaded shaft. 
The press cage has a capacity 
of approximately one bag (125 
kg) of cassava per batch 
whereas the other design can 
handle several sacks of +lp. A 
lathe is needed for cutting the 
screw thread as well as metal 
bending and cutting equip- 
ment. 

SECTION 3 

Screw Press 
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ress 

Some designs of press use a ‘?. Jd, J ’ 
hydraulic car or lorry jack to 

:a-- _ ..-- “em 
,“* 

-2 .b 
apply pressure to the material h--<’ V.-n.” r ,;- ‘,: ,’ 
being dewatered. usually be- -3 ‘: ‘--?“*“;- 
tween pressing boards. If dis- 8 ;, 

, ( y 
carded car jacks are not avail- ,.- ,r 
able. the imported jack can 
make it an expensive piece of 
machinery to produce and 
maintain. Compared to the 
screw and other presses it re- 
quires the least amount of hu- 
man effort to operate. 

After the pulp is de-watered by pressing mesh or raffia sieves. This process can 
the residual cake is traditionally broken be mechanized using either a vibrating 
up by manually rubbing it against wire or rotating sieve. 

rove verizer a ter 

The University of Nigeria has developed 
a prototype sieve unit which cuts up the 
cake into small pieces which then pass 
on a conveyor belt to a vibratory sieve. 
Output is 125 kg per hour. 
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AGRICO Ltd in Ghana have developed drum is rotated. exiting from the bot- 
a unit made from a 44 gallon drum fit- tom. A power-operated version has 
ted with a cylindrical sieve made of been developed by the same company 
wire netting. The cake enters through a which is driven by belt drive from a 
hopper and is then sifted when the small motor. 

Gari is traditionally heated in shallow burning. Improvements have included ei. 
cast-iron pans over a fire while being ther upgrading the traditional pan and 
pressed and stirred against the hot sur- wooden stirrer or development of a ro- 
face with calabash pieces to prevent tatable cylindrical roasting drum. 

g=a ari ster 

One example is a rectangular tray roast- 
er developed by The Rural Agro-lndus- 
trial Development Scheme (RAIDS) in 
Nigeria. A chimney helps to draw air 
which reduces the effects of smoke and 
heat on the processor. A long wooden 
stirrer or rake is used to turn the cake, 
preventing it from sticking and burning. ’ 
This upgraded system improves the op- s 
erators’ health because the smoke is ,b : 

channelled away from the processor and >,. t’ ; .J 

the long stirrer allows her to remain r 
some distance from the fire. 
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AGRICO in Ghana have devel- 
oped a prototype cylindrical 
roaster containing paddles 
which continously stir the gari 
as the drum is heated. It can 
be hand or mechanically driv- 
en and heated by either wood 
or gas. 

c oaster 
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Technology choices exist for drying 
root crop products ranging from basic 
traditional systems which could consist 
of hanging the material from sticks 
right through to forced air driers. We 
have already seen, under Gari roasting, 
one traditional method of drying. This 
section will cover drying devices in the 
more accepted sense and include exam- 
pies of solar, kiln-type and forced air 
driers in order of increasing sophistica- 

tion, expense and drying capacity. Al- 
though these represent the range of 
drying technologies available, they have 
not been widely used for roe: crops. 
Root crops and their products Bre of 
fairly low value and it is doubtfui that 
the use of artificial dryers would be eco- 
nomic, unless specialist comsumer mar- 
kets exist requiring dry products with 
considerable value added eg, potato 
crisps or snack foods. 

ar ryer 
,) 
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Simple solar dryers glazed with a trans- 
parent top and a system of air vents lo- 
cated at the bottom and top of the side 
are often referred to as Bracr driers. 
The air in the chamber is hea;ed by the 
sunlight passing through the transpar- 
ent lid. The heated air rises and exits at 
the top of the dryer at the same time 

carrying away moisture from the 
product. An air flow develops with 
fresh air entering through the lower 
vents. While Brace driers are compara- 
tively cheap and have been tried in 
many situations around the world they 
do not seem to have received wide ac- 
ceptability. 
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Kiln Type Dryer 

Two designs of simple wood 
fired driers are shown. In the 
first.sometimes known as a 
Brook Drier, a large tray is 
supported on a block or mud- 
brick base which has air entry 
holes in its sides. A flue passes 
under the tray through which 
hot air flows from a firebox to 
a chimney. Air entering the 
side vents is heated by passing 
over the flue. The McDowell 
drier is similar except that a 
transparent tent-like roof 
structure above the tray allows 
solar drying to be used when 
appropriate. 
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Lumps often occur in gari if the heat is 
not distributed evenly during roasting. 
These large lumps will remain after tra- 
ditional sieving process and are normally 
sold as animal feed. In order to reduce 
waste (losses of up to 10570 can occur), 
roasted cassava can be milled in a con- 
ventional corn mill or hammer mill to re- 
duce the lumps to a finer grade. An ex- 
ample of a hammer mill and a plate mill 
is shown below. 

For further information on milling and 
grinding equipment, please refer to TOOLS 
FOR AGRICULTURE. ITDG. 

IIll 
tm 

l~OI!\!liu~ 
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Plate Mill 

Pi 
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Hammer Mill 
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Slicing of root crops before drying re- course an important step prior to cook- 
duces the drying time by exposing more 
surface area to the air. Slicing is also of 

ing root crops as it allows more rapid 
and even heat penetrJtiOn. 

c- 

The Department ,>f Agricultur- 
al Chemistry and Food Sci- 
ence (DAC-FS) in the Philip- 
pines have designed a simple 
slicer which is said to cut 
sweet potatoes much faster 
than manual methods. The 
sweet potato is held on the 
cutting platform against a 
plate which controls the thick- 
ness of slice cut. Slices are 
then cut off with the hinged 
cutting blade. Capacity is 21 - 
23 Kg/hour. 

ieer 

The international Potato Centre (CIP) 
have designed a cutter which consists of 
a horizontal rotating cutting disc. The 
potato is pressed down against the disc 
with one hand while the other hand 
turns a handle thus rotating the disc. 
This machine has been modified for mo- 
tor drive with the disc running in a verti- 
cal plane. Cutting discs can be changed 
to alter cutting thicknesses if required. 
Crypt0 Peerless, (whose address is list- 
ed), supply a similar motorized machine 

‘“* with clpacities up to 600 Whr which 
slices. dices, chips, grates and shreds. 

: 
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Nardi Root Cutter 

Nardi Francesco and Figii of Ita!y pro- 
duce a manually operated root-chopper 
containing a rotating disc fitted with four 
blades. 

Pedal-Operated Cassava Slicer 

Jf#GJaj J\ i “’ p To summarize, Table 4 outlines a com- 

:L! parison of traditional and improved 
‘u; I x i i : technologies for gari processing. 

‘4 , ‘$ I’) 

,i hti.; ; 
P.T. Kerta Laksana of Indonesia has 
made a pedal driven cassava slicer fitted 1 . with one large slicing blade. It is claimed 
to have a capacity of up to 500 kg/hour. 
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A comparison of three technologies for the production of gari 

Stage Traditional 
Labour 
inte3wdwe 

Poat- 
traditional 
fntermediate 

Modem 

FdY 
mechanised 

1. Raw material 
procltlCZti0n 
and supply 

Small holder 
production 
Yield: c‘. 10 
(t/hectare@) 

2, Peeling and 
washing 

3. Size redaction 

4. Fermentation 

5. De-watering 

6. Screening 

7. Garificatisn 

From traders 

Manual: 38 kg/ 
man hour 25% 
raw material loss 

Manual: 23 kg/ 
man hour 
Mechanical: 200 
kg/hr 

Fermentation 
and dewatering 
in heav!ly 
weighted cloth 
or nylon bags 

See 4 above 

Manual: woven 
fibre screen 

Manual; cast iron 
pan over wood 
fire (combined 
stage with 
drying): 
2.2 kh:man hr 

Smallholder 
production 
Yield: c. 10 
(t/hectare/yr) 

From traders 

Manual: 38 kg/ 
man hour 25% 
raw material 

Manual: 23 kg/man 
hour 
Mechanical: 200 kg/ 
hr 

Batch 
fermentation in 
(aluminium) 
tanks 

Semi-mecha. 
nised: locally 
made hydraulic 
or mechanical 
press 

Semi-mecha- 
nised: localiy 
made screen 
with hand or 
mechanically 
driven paddle 

Semi mecha 
nised: locally 
made wood- 
hurning fryer 
(combined stage 
with drying): 
70 kg:man hr 

Factory planta- 
tion and/or 
smallholder 
cooperative 
Yeld: c. lo-25 
tiheciariyr 
From purchas- 
ing agents 
on factory 
plantations. 

Mechanical 
abrasive peel- 
er, 30% raw 
material toss. 

Mechanical: 
hammer mill 
(imported), 
1500 kg/hour 

Batch 
fermentation in 
{,“a&rrinium) 

Mechanised: 
hydraulic press 

Mechanised: 
motorised 
rotary screen 

Mechanised: 
rotary kiln 
heated by oil 
burners 
450 kg/hr. 
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Stage Traditional 
Labour 
intensive 

Post- 
traditional 
Intermediate 

Modern 
FRY 
mechanised 

8. Drying See 7 above See above Mechanised: rotary 
drum drier 

9. Milling 
aod sieving 

lg. Packaging 

11. Material 
handling 
(all stages) 

12. Marketing and 
distribution 

13. Purchasers 

14. Buildings 

15. Employees per shift 
total 
unskilled 

Not necessary 
Sieving: 
locally made 

50 Kg jute sacks 

Manual 

Through 
traditional yari 
trade system 
tn local markets 

All income 
groups, 
rural and urban 

600 m:’ 

234 
229 
Predominantly 
female 

Miling: 
not required 
Sieving: vibrating 
hand or mechanical 
sieve. 

50 kg heat sealed poly 
ethylene 
bags 

Manual, 
with trolleys 

Through 
traditional trade 
system and 
super markets 

Mainly urban 
higher income 
groups and 
institutions (ey 
schools, army) 

200 m’ 

45 
40 

Milling: 
disc mill 
Sieving: 
vibrating multi 
deck sieve 

50 kg heat 
sealed poly- 
ethylene bags 

Belt conveyors. 
bucket 
elevators 
with trolleys. 

Through tradi 
tional trade 
system and 
supermarkets 

Mainly urban 
higher income 
groups and in 
stitutlons (eg 
schools. army) 

650 m” 

2x 
9 

Predominantly 
male 

Source Nyoddy. P. C) ( lc)80)~ In Bruinsma et al (19813;. ,~efection o/ technolo,r! ?S for food processin!; In 
ihJ~l0plflg c0clrif~kS 
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raditionally, the processing of root 
crops uses simple tools and methods, is 
highly labour intensive and has low 
labour productivity. It is not surprising 
that time is, therefore, a major con- 
straint for women practising traditional 
technologies. 
These case studies illustrate a number of 
the problems that can arise when trying 
to upgrade these traditional activities. 
The case study from Sierra Leone illus- 
trates that one must consider the entire 
system. from cultivation to processing, 
before attempting to introduce improve- 
ments at any one stage in the process. 
A common problem arising in technoio- 
gy dissemination is that men often have 
more access to cash activities in rural 
communities than women. Unless a 
credit scheme is provided with the tech- 
nology, its high purchase cost will 
provide an effective constraint on wom- 
en benefitting. The case study from 
Ghana introducing gari-processing tech- 
nology provides an example of this. 
Mechanization can displace women from 
traditional income-earning activities. In 
Sierra Leone, the gari grater provided 
such an attractive new income source 
that the women’s group lost control 
over the operation of the machine to the 
traditional village leader. This case study 
illustrates how vital it is to investigate 
the socio-political structures operating in 
a community when planning a project. 
When considering ways to improve pro- 
cessing activities not only must the com- 
plex socio-economic environment be ex- 
amined but aiso the infrastructure that 
may be needed to support the availabili- 

ty and diffision of improved technologies 
for women. 
The case studies in this Section seek to 
provide an overview of the experiences 
gained in introducing improved root 
crop processing technologies. 
Due to the lack of documentation on im- 
pact of projects introducing the full 
range of root crops and technoiogies, 
the case studies primarily cover cassava 
processing where the often high returns 
to gari production have encouraged 
technology innovation. 
One case study from Papua New Guinea 
has been included which describes a 
sago palm processing project. Although 
sago palm is not a root crop, it is includ- 
ed because its lessons can be applied to 
many root crop processing activities. it 
shows clearly that introducing a new 
technology is not always necessary: 
transferring a traditional process from 
one area to another can work well given 
the availability of raw materials and mar- 
kets. 

Summarized from: 

Profile of Women in Farming Systems, 
Bo-Pujehun Rural Development Project 
Occasional Paper No. 4 February 1986, 
“Gari Industry in Bo-ToLonship”, Bo-Pu- 
jehun Agricultural Programme, Report 
Series No. 23, Dec. 1984 and Private 
Communication (Linda Adams). 
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The Women’s Programme of the Bo-Pu- 
jehun Rural Development Project operat- 
ing in the Southern province of Sierra 
Leone introduced diesel-powered cas- 
sava graters on a pilot basis to selected 
villages beginning in 1984. The vertical 
drum graters were built locally at the 
Tikonko Agricultural Extension Centre 
(T.A.E.C.) in Bo using timber and scrap 
metal. The 4 h.p. diesel engines were 
imported from Germany and represented 
the most expensive part of the machine. 
Gari processing is a highly profitable 
activity. In times of rice shortage (the 
staple food) and for urban populations 
which are dependant on village farms for 
their supplies of rice, gari is a popular 
food. Gari has a high value compared to 
fresh cassava because it has a consider- 
ably longer storage life and transport 
costs are a small proportion of the value 
of the final product. 
In a pre-feasibility study conducted in Bo 
town in 1984 by the project, it was seen 
that 23% of the gari producers in the area 
were men. Normally, gari processing is 
considered a women’s activity in rural 
villages and such a high percentage of 
men was seen to be due to the product’s 
high profitability and the availability of 
improved technology in town centres. 
Cassava processing in towns is usually 
done by hired motor-driven graters. In- 
vestment in a motor grater for the sole 
purpose of hiring it out is common. Given 
the domination of gari processing by 
women, it is ironic that only a small 
minority of women producers are owners 
of motorised graters. 
This pattern of imbalance has been ad- 
dressed by the Women’s Programme by 
designing projects to improve women’s 
access to improved technology, especial- 
ly in the rural areas. A pilot project was 
initiated whereby motorised graters were 
introduced on a co-operative-ownership 
basis in rural areas. A revolving fund was 
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set up by the Women’s Programme at a 
national bank whereby women’s groups 
could get loans with flexible repayments. 
The purchase price of the grater was also 
subsidised by the project. 
The revolving fund system allowed vil- 
lage women greater access to forma1 
banks in that the collateral of project 
funds made women to be seen as less 
risky borrowers to bank officials. In addi- 
tion it gave the women an opportunity 
to learn about formal lending systems 
normally outside their experience. The 
flexibility of the payment schedule was 
adjusted to the seasonality of cassava 
production and the processors’ other 
competitive labour obligations on the 
farm. This unique scheduling took into 
account the women’s needs and was de- 
signed on a group by group basis. 
The profitability of cassava products has 
led some farmers to shift production de- 
cisions in favour of cassava planting. In 
some villages located near to main roads 
allowing easy access to the capital city, 
almost the entire farm area was cropped 
with cassava and villagers used the pro- 
ceeds from the sale of gari to buy rice 
and other staple foods. These changes 
have led to concerns over land being 
taken away from rice production in some 
areas and a general reduction of women’s 
access to land for growing traditional 
food crops. 
This interest in cassava has also led farm- 
ers to seek improved varieties. The wom- 
en processors complained that the intro- 
duction of larger rooted improved cas- 
sava varieties with high water content 
resulted in an increased demand for fuel- 
wood and subsequent processing time. 
Here is an example where the labour 
demands at different stages in the pro- 
duction cycle from cultivation to pro- 
cessed product were not taken into 
account by project planners and rese- 
arch stations. Although this particular 
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variety was higher yielding and therefore 
more productive at the cultivation stage, 
labour demands were increased at the 
processing stage as a result of its intro- 
duction. 
Another environmental factor which af- 
fected the pilot groups was that compet- 
ing development agencies operating on 
different terms were working in the 
same areas. This caused great confusion 
for villagers seeking access to the grater 
technology as the graters were offered at 
different subsidized rates and in one in- 
stance were given out free thereby dis- 
couraging self-sufficiency. One so!ution 
to this problem was that project man- 
agers met together and agreed on areas 
of operation. 
Co operation of group members was 
seen as critical to the success of the pro- 
ject. Before a loan could be applied for, 
adequate cropping areas of cassava had 
to be provided. In some cases this meant 
women farmers agreeing to put together 
their individual land holdings. In other 
cases it meant that the women in a vil- 
lage would organ&e a group together, 
request a piece of land frcm the chief, 
and agree to a communal work day each 
week on this land outside their individu. 
;1l household obligations. 
Once the grater was set-up and in opera 
tion. decisions had to be taken as a 
group for new members who wanted to 
join or old members who wanted to 
leave and needed compensation. Other 
issues which arose included: on what 
terms members and non-members could 
have access to the machine; what 
penalties would be enforced fcr those 
not coming to group meetings, commu- 
nal work days. or contributing member- 
ship dues/in-kind payments towards the 
loan. Such co-operation requires rela- 
tively high management capabilities 
within the group. It was observed that 
the profitability of gari resulted in wom- 
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en processors leaving cassava cultivation 
in some villages, as it was recognised as 
a new cash crop for their men. In such 
cases, these women returned to more in- 
tense cultivation of vegetables for their 
income source. 
In other instances cassava cultivation 
was turned into a ‘joint activity’ with 
men controlling the proceeds. Women 
without husbands would cultivate cas- 
sava alone, that is if they had the cash 
resources to hire labour. In this area 
married women were usually not al- 
lowed to keep separate cassava farms, it 
had to be a joint activity. Men feared 
such independence would put women in 
a position to pay back their dowry and 
leave them. 
The Women’s Programme reviewed pi- 
lot villages in 1986 where graters had 
been installed. At least two of the origi- 
nal half dozen were removed as the orig- 
inal owners had lost control of the ma- 
chine. In one village the chief had desig- 
nated his son to be the sole operator 
who would hire out the machine to 
neighbouring villages. 

.--- .-. -- 
ve management 

processing project 

Summarized from: 

“Technologies for Rural Women - 
Charm”, Technical Manual No. 4, ILO/ 
National Council on Women and Devel- 
opment, Accra. January 1987. 

Two pilot projects in Antoa and Damon- 
go regions were initiated in northern 
Ghana under the guidance of the Na- 
tional Council on Women and Develop- 
ment (NCWD). Improved gari process- 
ing equipment consisting of a cassava 
grater, cassava press, gari roaster, and 
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a milling machine were installed. There 
were several reasons for locating the 
project at these sites. The proximity to 
Kumasi offered easy marketability. The 
area was already an important cassava 
producing region and thus offered em- 
ployment for women engaged in the 
industry. 
Both the NCWD regional representa- 
tive and the village chief encouraged 
the women to organize themselves. 
The chief provided support by allocat- 
ing land for a project site. 
The original group consisted of 14 
women and 1 man. All the women 
processed cassava into gari as a sec- 
ondary occupation. Their primary ac- 
tivities included farming, selling cooked 
foods, clothes making and hiring out 
their labour to other farms. 
Group members did not pay dues. 
They obtained the initial working capi- 
tal from the Town Development Com- 
mittee in order to purchase inputs such 
as sacks, metal basins, roasting pans 
and cassava. This loan has since been 
repaid. 
Raw materials came from a variety of 
sources: purchased from other farms, 
harvested from group members’ farms 
and the group-owned 10 acre farm. 
The collection of firewood, harvesting, 
peeling, grating, roasting and bagging 
are done collectively as a group work 
effort. The gari is marketed in local vil- 
lages and schools. 
Group members have not shared the 
profits ‘rzci sales amongst themselves 
bu; I;av;; chosen to use the funds to 
buy acditiolzi equiplnent. They feel 
the9 have Lencfitted from cooperative 
management in that they have received 
some of :,he product to supplement 
their fami;.es’ diets. The group has ex- 
pressed an interest in increasing their 
membership. Since many of the tasks 
require physical strength, they would 

like more men to join the group. 
Several villagers had applied to join 
the group but the NCWD regional sec- 
retary insisted on limiting the number. 
Some disgruntled villagers complained 
that the cooperative had limited mem- 
bership in order to be exclusive. 
Clearly the members feel they have 
benefitted from pooling their labour re- 
sources. The husbands of the female 
members were happy about the pro- 
ject’s existence in that they felt it re- 
duced financial responsibilities at 
home. 

Improved gari processing 
technologies - Nigeria 

Summarized from: 

C. E., Williams. “The Effect of Tech- 
nological Innooation among Rural 
Women in Nigeria: A Case Study of 
Gari Processing in Selected Villages of 
Bendel State, Nigeria “, Journal of 
Rural Development 5 (December 
1982). 

This case study relates to the introduc- 
tion of improved gari processing tech- 
nologies at an intermediate and indus- 
trial scale. In selected rural villages in 
Bendel State, where the processing 
and sale of gari is a predominant in- 
come source for women, the introduc- 
tion of such technologies has had a 
profound effect on their income. 
Traditionally, the ploughing, plan- 
ting and weeding of cassava farms 
is done by men. There are few women 
who cultivate their own farms. More 
often, women buy the unharvested tu- 
bers from men and harvest the tubers 
themsel:fes. The peeling and grating of 
cassava is done by hand. Gari pro- 
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cessing provides the main source of 
income for women in this area. 
Diesel engine powere.d mechanical 
graters and hydraulic dewatering 
presses have replaced hand grating 
methods and reduced the time needed 
for pressing. The high purchase cost 
of these technologies has resulted in 
only men owning and operating these 
machines. All the men belonged to a 
union which fixed prices for opera- 
tions and organised work schedules 
for members. These work schedules 
were determined by the number of 
machines available in any village and 
the length of market days. Such a 
system was intended to avoid conflicts 
and disagreements over indiviual eco- 
nomic gains. 
The mechanical grater and press in- 
troduced at village level increased gari 
productivity. The time needed for 
grating, considered one of the most 
laborious steps in the process, was 
greatly reduced. The de-watering step, 
which normally took 5 8 days, was 
reduced to 1!2 an hour. 
Ths introduction of the gari process- 
ing machinery also resulted in several 
adverse effects for the women in 
these areas. With the introduction of 
mechanical graters and presses, work 
traditionally done by women became 
the work of men. This transfer of 
control resulted in a transfer of in- 
come. Women lost an Important in- 
come source. A set of four gari pro- 
cessing produced by a private Nigeri- 
an company were installed in one vil- 
lage in Bendel State. The system con- 
sisted of a cassava grater, dough 
sifter, mechanical press and garifier. 
Another component of the system, 
the peeler, was not bought. 
The factory employed 48 workers to 
operate the machinery. Eleven of 
these were women whose tasks were 
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to hand peel the cassava tubers ar>I: 
keep the factory clean. Gari prodbceci 
from this factory was of very high 
quality and was only sold in the ur- 
ban markets in places like Lagos and 
Ondo. 
The sophisicated technology used bv 
the factory was capable of producm!: 
very high quality gari. The garifii 
had a dual purpose of toasting 
well as drying; heat supply could \ 
regulated. The cylindrical machine fir 
ted with prodders for stirring enabled 
the operator to avoid burns and eliml 
nate contact with steam during stir 
ring. It is interesting to note that the 
operations in the factory which were 
rnechanised employed only male 
labour. 
Female labour was minimal and was 
employed for a step in the process 
which was not mechanized. 
Women were employed for this work 
because available peeling machines in 
Nigeria were seen to be ineffective 
and women’s labour was less costly to 
employ. 
From these experiences in Bend(j 
State, the introduction of improve, 
gari processing technologies WC’? 
more beneficial to the men in t11 
area than the women. At an intermc 
diate level, the high capital cost OI 
the machinery made It unavailable to 
the women while at the same time 
pushing them out of this economic 
activity altogether. 

--_-.__ ----- 
nsfer of Traditional 

chnslogies - Papua, 

--_______- -. 

Summarized from: 

Rashimah New. “The Deuelopment o\ 
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Sag0 Products in Papua New Guinea “, 
Appropriate Technology Development 
Institute, Lae, Papua New Guinea, 1986. 

Although sago is not a root crop, it plays 
a similar role to root crops in the diets 
of people in Papua New Guinea. Pro- 
cessed sago serves as an important 
starch-based carbohydrate. 
The Appropriate ‘I‘echnology Develop- 
ment Institute undertook a sago product 
development programme in order to re- 
establish sago as a valuable resource, 
develop sago-based products and to as- 
sist small scale enterprises, at village 
level. 
Traditional sago preparation methods 
were investigated in Papua New Guinea 
and in neighbouring countries. After re- 
search and testing, ‘Sago Pops’ were in- 
troduced to women’s groups in the Sepik 
River Basin. ‘Sago Pops’ are a snack 
product made from sago slices which are 

first steamed, dried and finally fried in 
hot oil to produce a ready to eat food. 
This region was identified because sago 
was plentiful. 
The women were initially reluctant to 
accept a sago product which was pro- 
cessed in a way they were unaccustomed 
to. After seeing that sago could be made 
into attractive products that could com- 
pete with imported foods, they became 
interested to learn these new processing 
techniques. 
A year later it was found that ‘Sago 
Pops’ had become well known in the 
region and that several village-level en- 
terprises had developed. This case study 
is cited in order to highlight the possibil- 
ities of transferring traditional processing 
technologies from one country to anoth- 
er. However, before pursuing such an 
approach, it is vital that local consump- 
tion habits and taste preferences be thor- 
oughly investigated. 
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he following questions should be implementation of a root crop process- 
asked by project planners and by deci- ing project. 
sion makers before proceeding with the 

1. 
2. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Traditional Raot Crop Processing 

What is the extent of traditional and small-scale processing in the area? 
What does the traditional process for a given product consist of? 
Does the processing method vary in different areas? 
If several processed products are made in your area, how do the methods dif- 
fer? (in labour requirements, as seasonal activities, shelf-life of end-products 
equipment used) 
What is the place of women in traditional processing? 
a) are the processors farn,zrs or landless? 
b) are there cultural taboos which prevent women from processing specific root 

crops and/or varieties? 
c) from cultivation to actual processing of the crop, what is the social organisa- 

tion within the production cycle? 
(are specific steps done individually or collectively?. what steps do women or 
men dominate?) 

Who owns the root crop? 
a) do the roles women and men play in the production cycle vary with owner- 

ship patterns? 
b) do landless women purchase root crops for processing and sale? 
c) is there more raw material available than can be processed in the traditional 

manner? If so, what is the constraint? 
(water/fuelwood/labour availability, capacity of equipment, credit availability, 
markets) 

d) are there seasonal shortages of the raw material? 
Do the women cultivate and/or process the root crop principally for home con- 
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sumption or is it an important income source? 
8. If the sale of processed root crop products are an income source, what propor- 

tion of the income do women earn and keep? 
a) what arrangements exist between women and men for sharmg the proceeds 

of the production? 
9. What is the traditional marketing mechanism and who controls it? (e.g. do 

women have access to markets?) 
10. What are the major problems and constraints perceived by women processors? 

Effeets of Improved Technology on Traditional processing 

Technical considerations 

1. 
2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

8. 
9. 

What is the estimated amount of production of th< root crop? 
What is the capacity of the improved technology - will it match the quantity of 
raw materials available to the processors7 
Does the proposed technology address the major problems/constraints, within 
the various processing stages, perceived by women? (e.g. grating, pressing. 
grinding, milling) 
Will the use of the improved technology reduce labour input as compared with 
the traditional method’) i-low? 
Will the equipment produce a greater quantity and/or better quality of prod- 
ucts? 
(will the product have a different colour, taste or texture, if so, will it be 
acceptable?) 
Can the market absorb M increased supply of products? 
What are the energy (sun, biomass, diesel, electricity) requirements of the 
equipment? 
Will the users be able to meet those requirements on a regular basis? 
Can the equipment be produced and/or maintained using local resources? 
a) are there capable local artisans or do they need to be trained? 
b) are the raw materials necessary for construction and workshop facilities avail- 

able? 
10. If parts need to be imported, will the users be able to afford the costs? 
11. Will the users of the equipment need to be trained? 

a) is there already some familiarity with this type of technology? 
b) is training locally available? 
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Socio-economic 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

64 

What is the cost of the machine and related equipment? 

Is the cost manageable on an individual or community basis? 
a) if on a community basis, does the traditional social organisation/culture of 

the producers operate on a collective basis? 
b) is this co-operation normally restricted to within family, tribal identity or 

other distinctions? 

How are investment decisions in the community made? eg Individual, family, 
community, men only, elders only? 

How long will it take to pay back the investment? What will the monthly profits 
be? Is the payback period and future net profits considered to be worth the 
present initial investment by the users? 

If credit is needed is it accessible, and at what interest rate? 

Will the women be able to repay the loan? (does seasonal production, labour 
availability etc. allow it?) 

Who would control the use of the machine? 
a) Would it be village controlled or would individual men or women manage it 

on a lease basis? 
b) if village controlled, who would have access to it and on what terms? 
c) Who would be responsible for maintenance? 

Considering traditional ownership patterns of land, possible gender domination 
of a given crop, and marketing control in your area, do you expect that the 
introduction of improved equipment will bring about any change in the pattern 
of work and distribution of benefits? If so, how? 
a) would root crop processing remain a significant income source for women 

after introduction of the machine? 
b) what proportion of the income would women earn? 
c) would work traditionally done by women be taken over by men if mecha- 

nised? Would this work displacement also mean loss of income? 
d) would the mechanisation of one stage create additional work (e.g. a need for 

pre-processing) and who is expected to do this work? 

If the new technology brings scaling-up of production will the users be able to 
cope with the associated requirements of large-scale produc;ion such as han- 
dling finances, market and price negotiations, organising and managing person- 
nel, acquiring regular supplies of raw materials? 
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10. If the product is intended for markets beyond the local vicinity such as urban 
centres and neighbouring countries, 
a) will the quality be acceptable for these new consumers? 
b) can the product’s normal shelf-life and packaging permit the demands of 

extended transport? 
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CONTACTS 

The following can be contacted for further information on root crop process- 
ing, equipment and experiences in planning root crop processing projects. 
Some cjf these institutions have developed their own equipment which has 
been or is being used in the field. 

Agriculture Engineering Department 
University of Ife, Nigeria, West Africa 

Agriculture Engineering Department 
University of Science and Technology, Kumasi, Ghana, West Africa 

AGRICO, Agricultural Engineers Ltd. 
Ring Road Industriai Area, P.O. Box 12127, Accra-North, Ghana, West Africa 

ATI 
Appropriate Technology International, 
1331 H Street N.W., Washington DC 20005, USA 

CIAT 
Centro lnternacional de Agricultura Tropical, 
Apartado Aereo 67-13, Cali, Valle del Caura, Colombia 

CIP 
The International Potato Center, 
Apartado 5969, Lima, Peru, South America or 
c/o Tropical Africa Region, P.O. Box 25171. Nairobi, Kenya 

Crypt0 Peerless Limited 
Bordesley Green Road, Birmingham, B9 4UA. U.K. 

CTCRI 
Central Tuber Crops Research Institute. 
Sreekariyan, Trivandandrum, 695015 Kerala, India 

Department of Agricultural Chemistry and Food Science 
University of Philippines, Diliman, Q. C. 3004, Philippines 

Department of Agricultural Engineering 
Njala University College, Sierra Leone. West Africa 

Department of Tropical Crop Science 
P.O. Box 341, Wageningen 6700 AH, The Netherlands 
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CONTACTS 

FAO 
United Nations Food and Agricultural Organization, 
Via delle Terme di Caracalla, 00100 Rome, Italy 

FABRIC0 
The Fabrication and Production Company, 
Asaba, SW. Nigeria. 

FIIR 
The Federal Institute of Industrial Research, 
Oshodi, Lagos, S.W. Nigeria 

GATEIGTZ 
German Appropriate Technology Exchange, 
Postfach 5180, D-6236 Eschborn 1, West Germany 

IDRC 
International Development Research Centre, 
60 Queen Street, Ottawa. Canada 

IITA 
International Institute of Tropical Agricu!ture, 
PMB 5320, Ibadan, Nigeria 

ITDG 
Intermediate Technology Development Group 
Myson House, Railway Terrace, Rugby CV21 SHT, U.K 

Nardi Francesco & Figli 
06017 Seici Lama, Perugia, Italy 

ODNRI 
Overseas Development National Resources Institute, 
56-62 Gray’s lrln Road, London, WClX 8i[J, U.K. 

Philippine Root Crop Research and Training Centre 
Visayas State College of Agricl;lture, Bay Bay, Leyte 7127 Philippines 

PRODA 
The Production Dsveiopmen t Agency, 
3 Independence Layout, P.O. Box 609, Enjlgu, An?-bra Sate, Nigeria 

P. T. Kerta Lahsana 
Jl Jenderal Sudirman 504, Banduny, Indonesia 

Root Crop Research Institute 
Umudike, Umuahia, Imo State, Nigeria 
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- 
CONTACTS CONTACTS 

(KIT) Royal Tropical Institute (KIT) Royal Tropical Institute 
Mauritskade 63, 1092 AD Amsterdam, Netherlands Mauritskade 63, 1092 AD Amsterdam, Netherlands 

Rural Agro-Industrial Development Scheme Rural Agro-Industrial Development Scheme 
11 University Crescent, P M B 5517. Ibadan. Oyo State, Nigeria, West Africa 11 University Crescent, P M B 5517. Ibadan. Oyo State, Nigeria, West Africa 

TAEC 
Tikonko Agricultural Extension Centre, 
c/o Methodist Church Headquarters Office, Wesley House, P.O. Box 64, Freetown, 
Sierra Leone, West Africa 

Tikonko Agricultural Extension Centre, 
c/o Methodist Church Headquarters Office, Wesley House, P.O. Box 64, Freetown, 
Sierra Leone, West Africa 

Technology Consultancy Centre 
University of Science and Technology Kumasi. Ghana, West Africa 
Technology Consultancy Centre 
University of Science and Technology Kumasi. Ghana, West Africa 

A range of hand and machine operated mills suitable for different scales of operation A range of hand and machine operated mills suitable for different scales of operation 
are available from: are available from: 

Ndume Products Ltd. Ndume Products Ltd. 
P.O. Box 6, Gilgil. Kenya. East Africa P.O. Box 6, Gilgil. Kenya. East Africa 


